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1 UNITED STATES OF AMEPICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

O 4 - - - - - - - - -x------ --

5 In the Matter of a

6 LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY : Docket No. 50-322-OL

7 (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station) a
.

8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x

9

10 Court of Claims of New York
Room 3B44, B Building

11 State Office Building
Hauppauge, New York

12
Thursday, February 24, 1983

13
The hearing in the above-entitled matter

O 14
convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:05 a.m.

15
BEFORE:

16
LAWRENCE DRENNER, Chairman

17- Administrative Judge

18 JAMES CARPENTER, Member
Administrative Judge

19
PETER A. MORRIS, Member

20 Administrative Judge
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' ^^ '''2IESO
2 (9405 a.m.)

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Good morning. We have a

O
4 number of matters on the agenda this morning. We

5 thought we would deal with the emergency planning

6 subject first and then return to miscellaneous matters

7 from yesterday arisino out of the quality assurance

8 litigation. And we will also establish a findings

9 schedule for quality assurance and environmental

10 qualifications, and have a comment on the Teledyne

11 discussion of yesterday.

I'2 After that, we will discuss'the affidavit

13 submitted by Mr.. Conran and the pleadings of the parties

( 14 with respect to that.
|

15 We received a notice yesterday of change of

16 attorneys for SOC, so maybe we should get whatever new

.
17 appearances we have with respect to that. Are you Mr.

! 18 Dougherty?

19 MR. DOUGHERTY: That's right, Mr. Chairman.

20 As I indicated in my notice of appearance, I will be

21 representing SOC from here on.

JUDGE BRENNER: And Mr. Latham is here. Mr.
22

23 Latham, you are withdrawing as a ttorney for SOC, you and
I

24 your law firm?( ')
25 MR. LATHAMs Yes. I will continue, of course,

(
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1 to work with Mr. Dougherty and get him up to speed on{}
2 the case, and I believe the Board should have received a

3 notice of appearance and a petition under 715C on behalf

O
4 of the Town of Southampton.

5 JUDGE BRENNER4 All right. We will get to

6 that in a moment. Welcome, Mr. Dougherty. We have your

7 appearance, and obviously, parties should put Mr.

8 Dougherty on the service list and serve him as councel

9 for SOC.

10 MR. REESs Mr. Chairman, the staff wants to,

11 just in that connection, note that there may be a

12 question later if the positions of SOC and Southampton

13 should divide, whether Mr. Latham can switch parties in

()i 14 the middle of a proceeding. I don 't know necessarily
|

15 that those f acts will arise, but I think it should be

! 18 noted for the record.

17 JUDGE BRENNEBs I don't see why not. He is

t 18 withd ra wing as counsel for SOC. In fact, -- well, you
l
| Ig can file something if you want to.
!

20 We have encouraged and intend to continue to
;

| 21 encourage all parties with similar positions, be they

l private intervenors or representatives of government22

23 agencies, to coordinate to the fullest extent possible,

() 24 and we welcome the efficiency of that coordination.

! 25 If you want to raise some other matter go

1 (~)/
-

| N_
I

|
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(} 1 ahead and do it, but for now we welcome Mr. Dougherty in

2 the procc ling as counsel for SOC.

3 All right. Are there any other positions with

O
4 respect to the filing by Mr. Latham, as he styled it,

G Notice of Intent to Participate as an Interested

6 Hunicipality, pursuant to 10 CFR Section 2.715(c), with

7 respect to matters involving off-site emergency planning?

8 HR. REVELEY: Judge Brenner, we haven't had an

9 opportunity to respond in writing to that request, but

10 ve would like such an opportunity. We think it is

'

11 awfully late in the proceeding for someone to be

12 entering, particularly on this issue which has been in

13 the proceeding literally for years.

14 Thus, we would like to have an opportunity

.

15 before this particular party is admitted, if the party

i 16 is admitted even as an interested governmental entity,

17 to respond in writing. And we would also request that

18 the Board ask this entity to explain why it has come so

19 late to this proceeding.

20 JUDGE BRENNERs Staff?

21 MR. REES4 The staff takes a similar position,

22 Your Honor. There -- certainly, a municipality that

23 comes in at this late stage has to take the proceeding

24 as they find it. There are further questions of coming()
25 in so late and we will have to look at it and want an

O
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(} 1 opportunity to respond as well.

2 My comments before went to --

3 JUDGE BRENNER Well, we are finished with the

O
4 other subject. We have got a lot to do. How much time

5 do you want to file it in writing, Mr. Reveley?

6 HR. REVELEYs A week.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: How much time does the staff

8 vant?

9 HR. REEF: A similar time.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: All riant. Why don't you file

11 it so that the Board receives it on Friday, March 4.

12 MR. REVELEY: We will, Judge.

13 JUDGE BRENNER And, Mr. Latham, maybe it help

14 the parties in addressing their comments if you could

| 15 explain why Southampton is seeking to come in now as

16 distinguished from earlier in the proceeding.

17 MR. LATHAM: I think I would say at the outset

18 that in the last few days, there have been some

19 unprecedented developments on the question of off-site

20 emergency planning, and I think that all pa rties would
1

21 agree that'the town of Southampton, in view of its

22 particular location and role as a governmental entity,

23 has a unique, or has some unique considerations with

() 24 regard to off-site emergency planning determinations.

l
'

25 I think that if the County 's motion, as filed

CE)
I
|
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[}
1 yesterday, is granted by the Commission our intervention

2 will be brief, but in the even that motion is not

3 granted there are some very critical questions

O_
4 concerning the rights of local governments which the

5 town of Southampton is interested in having protected in

6 view of the recent developments.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: All righ t'. We will wait to

8 hear the parties' written response. The structure of

9 the regulation as written -- tha t is, 2.715 -- does not

10 appear to expressly or directly apply the requirements

11 for late intervention that have to be met. That would

'

12 apply to Section 2.714, to the participation as a

13 non-party. But as an interested governmental agency of

14 an entity, however, there is case law, and -- well, I

15 guess case law on the subject of responsibilities for

16 participants under 2.715(c) .

17 Bear in mind that if we did permit Southampton

i
18 to participate as an interested municipality, they

|

19 obviously would take the proceeding as they find it, and

20 the participation would be limited to off-sita emergency

21 planning. I realize that the filing says, "as well as

I
! 22 matters pertaining to any low power, interim or

23 full power license which ma y be sought by the Long

(]) 24 Island Lighting Company for the Shoreham f acility," but

25 we view that only as an add-on to the off-site emergency

O
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1 planning subject and not any new subjects.{}
2 I take it that is the way you intended it, Mr.

3 Latham.

O
4 MR. LATHAN That is correct.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: So that would be the

6 limitation, and bear that in mind in your responses.

7 MR. LATHAMs I was just going to sdd, Judge

8 Brenner, that I am fully aware of the shall I call it --

9 take the record as you find it -- provisions in the

10 regulations and the case law, and I don 't think there

11 would oe any lispute with that.

,
12 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. I don 't know which

,

13 party wants to speak first, but we want to hear for the

14 record what the status is of off-site planning, and what

I
| 15 the suggestions are for our future course in light of

| 18 the status.

17 MR. REYELEY: I think' the County ought to go

18 first, Judge.

19 MR. BROWNS I'm sorry, I didn't hear what was

20 said.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: He agrees with you that you

22 ough t to go first.

23 .1R. REVELEY: We are all in agreement, Mr. i

24 Brown, that you should go first.()
25 MR. BROWN: What we have before us, Judge

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 Brenner, the February 3rd order, and at that time the{)
2 facts before the participants and the Board were

3 somewha t different f rom what they are now. Accordingly,

O 4 ve would provide to the Board a status report at this

5 time that reflects the resolutions which were

6 transmitted to the Board over the last two days I think

7 in a form that wasn 't the officially inscribed

8 resolution. Hopefully, we will have the officially

9 inscribed resolutions to each of the affected parties

10 and the Bonrd later today or tomorrow.

11 The bottom line of the recent events is that

12 the County made determinations with respect to the
l

| 13 protection of the public in the event of a serious

() 14 emergency at the Shoreham Nuclear Power Plant, and

15 resolved accordingly that the public could not be

16 p ro tecte d , and that the radiological emergency plan

| 17 would not be adopted or implemented because if it were

te ado p t e'd , it would, in effect, mislead the public into

19 believing they were protected when, in fact, they

20 weren't.

21 The fact thus before the Nuclear Regulatory

22 Commission is that there will not be a local emergency

23 plan adopted or implemented by the County. Accordingly,

24 taking that fact for what it is, it became immediately()
25 apparent th a t the inevitable consequence of the County's

O
i
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,

(} 1 conclusion was that the plant, to the County's

2 understanding, can't operate, and it was felt that the

3 uncertainties crea ted by the change of events would not

O
4 be helpful to anyones certainly not to the parties in

5 this proceeding or, indeed, to the financial markets or,
'

6 -for that matter, to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

7 that a p? otracted period of uncertainty ensue.

8 As a result, the Suffolk County government

9 decided to try to bring the matter to a head quickly to

10 take the threshold issue and lay it before the Board

11 and , hopef ully, the Commission for a single purpose;

12 namely, if we were to go through the usual course and

13 exarcise everyone's rights before this Board and

( 14 ultimately wait for a different procedure to be followed

15 and then take appeals, time would not work to anyone's

16 advantage. It would be, in fact, prejudicial.

17 It was believed by the County and perhaps by

| 18 others here that time is of the essence, and th us , we

I
19 requested immediate certification to the Commission. So'

1
20 we would hope that the posture of this proceeding now

21 could turn its full focus and attention to the issue of
1

22 certification of the motion filed yesterday by the

23 County to terminate, and that pursuant to any direction

() 24 the Commission would give us, whether it be briefing or

25 argument or any other mechanism th a t would assist the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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; 1 federal government in reaching a resolution of our

2 motion, we would be prepared expeditously to respond.

3 And, we would hope that the Board.could make that a

O'
,

4 matter of its priority.

5 JUDGE BRENNERa When we last discussed the
!

6 subject, the possibility of the County not approving

7 .energency planning was, of course, discussed, and it was

8 saggested then, I guess by LILCO, that it would be

9 prepared to argue that there were alternative courses or

to plans that could be considered on the merits before us.

11 We didn't pursue it fully at the time because

12 ve wanted to wait and see what the situation.would be

13 now. Is that still a possibility or an argument? In

14 other words, is the situation one that there is no plan

15 to be litigated whatsoever, in anybody's view, before

16 us, given the County legislature's action?
,

17 NR. BROWN 4 That is our view. Our view, of

18 course, is that the regulations do control, and we seek

19 the action of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

20 pursuant to its own regulations. If any other party

; 21 chose to make a different argument -- and , of course,

I 22 each party 12 free to pursue its own interest as it

23 choose -- we would certainly be prepared to respond. We

O 24 4 a * * r * 11 - the rs== "* or ho" it "o=1a " * -
25 but we think the forum, if this Board were disposed to

O
,
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,

1 grant our moti<n would properly and expeditiously be
) e

2 the Commission itself, just to bring the matter to a
,

3 head and to seek a prompt resolution. -

(~% '

\-
4' JUDGE BRENNER: LILCO?

5 MR. REVELEYs Well, Judge, as you may imagine,

6 we don't agree with anything that Mr. 9rown ju'st said.

7 First, Shoreham has to have an emergency plan and an

8 adequate state ofemergency preparedness because of

9 federal law and federal regulations. Whether or not the

10 plan satisfies pertinent law and regulations is a matter

11 for this agency to decide, for its staff or the Board or

12 the Appeal Board and the Commission to decide. It is

13 not a matter that can be decided by the people who

() 14 currently control Suffolk County. That is the first

15 point.

16 The second point is that in the process of

17 making that decision, this agency util, in fact,

18 confront very difficult questions of law and fact. It

| 19 has not confronted them yet. In our judgment, the

20 appropriata course is to get on with confronting those
!

I 21 questions of law and fact and to do it in the

22 traditional manner, which we think would be the most
,

!

( 23 effective manner of engaging the pertinent legal issues

() 24 and factual issues.

! 25 In other words, as I will indicate in more

O
i
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.

(]} 1 detail later, we think the Board, as we asked before,

2 ought to sit as scheduled for the filing of contentions,

3 response, completion of discovery and so forth, and get

O
4 on with it in detail. A second point.

5 Third, there may or may not, at some point, be

6 an occasion for certification. It is very difficult to
,

7 tell at this juncture. But it is the company's strong

8 view that if there does arise an ocension for

9 certification, it will be very helpful to the Commission

10 for this Board to have first engaged the legal issues in

11 question, and issued its own opinion as to them.

12 This is a very, very complex case, it has been

13 going on a long time, the Board has a feeling for local

14 facts, it has a feeling for the parties. Its advice

15 could be immensely helpful to the Commission in engaging

16 whatever issues it may be appropriate for the Commissin
|

i

I 17 to take on, sooner rather than later if, in fact, there

18 are such issues. And we're not certain that there are.
|

19 Fourth, it is clearly the company's view that

20 an emergency plan will be possible for this plant, with

21 or without the cooperation of the Suffolk County

22 authorities. Whether it will or will not, however, is,

23 as I said, a matter that this Board will have to engage

24 in some detail; both the legal issues and the factual() ,

25 issues.

O
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.

()1
1 The company remains eager to cooperate vi.th

2 the County, as it has been eager for years. It remuins

3 hopef21 that the County will ultimately see the light !

|
4 and begin to do its duty on the emergency planning i

5 front. But if the County does not, then the company

6 Will explore other means of assuring that this plant can

7 have effective emergency preparedness.
I

8 As I mentioned a moment ago, our conclusion

9 from these observations is that the appropriate course -

10 for this Board is to insist that the parties get on

11 with, at long last, identifying the discrete issues that

12 they think o ugh t to be enga ged by the NRC, and proceed

13 to begin resolving them.

14 Undoubtedly, the County will have legal issues

15 at the threshold that it wishes to have this Board

16 briefed and argued and put before it. There vill also

17 be factual issues. Certainly, one of the factual issues

18 that the County will raise, given its current views, is
that an emergency plan cannot be implemented without the19

involvement of the County authorities. But that is a
20

21 question of fact for this Board to decide in due course.
|

22
Accordingly, we ask that, as we asked before,

the Board set a schedule for getting on in an orderly23

24 fashion with emergency preparedness at this plant. But()
25 to reiterate, it is clearly not the case that si m ply

O
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(~T 1 because the County government has decided, for whatever
U

2 reasons that it chooses, not to participate at the

3 moment in emergency planning -- it is not the case that

O
4 there cannot be emergency planning, as a matter of fact

5 ahd law, for this plant.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: You say we should get on with

7 considering the f actual issues. Wha t f actual plan would

8 be before as on which the other parties should file

9 contentions?
^

to MR. REVELEY: The plan that the company

11 submitted to the state and has submitted, also, in this

12 docket. There is no other plan at the moment, except

13 that one.

() 14 JUDGE BRENNER: Do you have to have some

15 70Vernment review and approval of an off-site plan at

16 some level below the federal level to comply with the

17 federal regulations? That is, at least a stite approval

18 in the absence of a county approval?

19 dR. REVELEY: Not in our judgment, Judge, but

20 that is clearly one of the legal issues that I think

21 would be engaged at the outset.
|

22 JUDGE BRENNERs Is the sta te going to be

23 reviewing that plan now? Has it been formally submitted

() 24 to them?

25 MR. REVELEY: Well, the plan was formally

O
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{} 1 submitted to them in revised form last f all, and as you

2 may recall, the State Disaster Preparedness Commission,

3 ve believe, was prepared to approve it last December and

O
4 send it on to FEMA. At that point, various actions were

5 taken by the County in state court that led to the

6 stipulation which we supplied you a month or so ago,

7 under which the County had until February 22nd to take

8 the position.

9 The state is not at the moment going forward

10 with action on LILCO's plan. That may or may not

11 continue to be the case in the ensuing weeks and months. -

12 JUDGE LJENNER: So what we have is LILCO's

13 off-site plan with no state or local agencies actively

() 14 reviewing it. Is that an accurate statement?

15 MR. BEVELEY Well, the State Disaster

16 Preparedness Comm'ssion has reviewed it, critiqued

17 plan. The plan was revised in response to their

18 comments, so that review has occurred in the past.

19 It is true that at the moment, it is not going

20 - on , b ut this is not a plan produced by LILCO without the

21 involvement initially of the County planners and

22 theree.fter, by the State Disaster Preparedness

23 Commission. At the moment, however, the state

() 24 government is not contemplating taking the plan and

25 sending it to FEMA. But that is a different question

O
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(} 1 than whether or not it had been reviewed by pertinent

2 state authorities.

3 JUDGE BRENNER: And LILCO vould want the

O
4 opportunity to argue legally that the state approval and

5 submission to FEMA is not a prerequisite?

6 BR. REVELEY: Yes. We think that is clear

7 under Section 5 of the current NRC authorization act.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: I guess everything in a

9 complicated setting becomes a bit of 3 mixed question of

10 law and fact, and maybe this next one is in that area.

11 Does implementation of the plan as proposed by LILCO
,

12 require involvement of resources not under the control

13 of LILC0; that is, governmental agencies?

( 14 MR. REVELEYs It does, and as I said, I think

15 one of the contentions that the County would raise on

te LILCO's plan submitted by LILCO is whether or not it can

17 be implemented. But again, as I said, that is a

18 question of fact; that is not a question that can be

19 resolved by the waving of hands and the issuing of

20 political fiats.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: Last spring, we did issue our

- 22 confirmatory order on this meeting, but I don't see
,

l

23 anyone present from the state. Am I correct?

() 24 MR. REVELEY: I don't believe anyone is

| 25 present, Judge.

O
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{} . 1 JUDGE BRENNERs Let's hear from the staff on

2 their views of the situation.

3 MR. REES: Mr. Chairman, the staff feels we

O
4 should move'along and frame contention on the plan

5 submitted by LILCO, which has been passed, at least

6 informally in these proceedings, to the NRC. We will,

7 upon LILCO's request, consider reviewing that plan and

8 what to do with it under Section 5 of the Authorization

9 Act passed for the HEC on January 4th of this year.
.

10 We feel it is time the proceedings move

11 forward and contentionc can be prepared on that. At the

12 same time, there are complicated issues of' federal-state

13 relationships, federal-local government relationships

14 that have to be briefed and have to be considered. We

15 feel that both tracks should be explored at the same

16 time and that we should move forward on both matters at

17 the same time.

18 There are factual matters to be considered,

19 but there is no question that under Section 5 of the

20 1983 Act, it was looked to to go forward in this sort of

21 situation.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: Before the Board?

23 MR. REES: Before the NRC, snd I think that

(]) 24 includes the Board, in order to see whether the plan

25 does provile for reasonable protection of the public.

O
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{]) 1 The standard set forth in Section 5 is whether there

2 exists a sta te , local or utility plan which provides
.

3 reasonable assurance that the public health and safety

O
4 is not endangered by the operation of the facility

5 concerned, and I think the question that we will be

6 looking at is whether there is a plan that provides that

7 the public health and safety will not be endangered.

8 And that is the basic question.

9 We haven't gone into fully the applicability

10 of the present regulations, but there is a very good

11 question of whether the present regulations are

12 applicable to Section 5 at all in that there are

13 different standards set in Section 5. The agency hasn't

( 14 decided yet how to look at that, but we are formulating

15 a position on that ground.

16 In the meantime, we think enough time has

17 passed and the contentions should now be draf ted, as I

18 have said before, on what LILCO has submitted before.

19 He are considering whether to do a review inhouse or to

20 pass that review on to FEMA for their advice.

21 JUDGE BRENNERs Isn't the jurisdiction of this

22 Board to see whether the regulations are complied with,

23 and if you are suggesting that the prcper standard to be

() 24 applied is some exception or difference from the

25 regulation, do we have the jurisdiction to do that?

O
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(]) 1 MR. REES: The mandate of this Board is to see

2 that the law is complied with. In most cases, that

3 includes a regulation. However, if there is an absenceg-
V

4 of regulation there have been places where the Boards -

5 have acted on the basis of law alone, of statute alone.

6 Nov, that has yet to be determined, but I

7 don't think that if there is an absence of regulation,

8 if regulation doesn 't cover an area, there is no lack of

9 jurisdiction in this Board to apply the laws of Congress.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, I'm suggesting we have a

11 regulation that covers the area. You're suggesting the

12 possibility that the standard to be applied might be

13 other than that in the regulation, not because of a

bx/ 14 vacuum but because of circumstances which would cause

15 Section 5 of the Authoriza tion Act to come into play and

16 arguably, modify the regulation.

17 My question is do we have jurisdiction to do

18 that. .-

19 MR. REESs fes, I think the Board.does. I

20 think the Board has, as any quasi-legal orgo ization, of
,

21 course, looked to higher lar and lower law, and the

22 statute of Congress overrides unless there is specific

'

23 indication by the Commission of its interpretation of
,

()'

24 the statute, or its application in any particular

25 situa tion.
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(} 1 JUDGE BRENNERa Well, aybe we will come back

2 to it, but the standard in the statute is very broad,

3 and tha t is, whether the emergency plan would provide '
O

4 reasonable assurance to protect the health and safety of

5 the public. And the criteria f or applying that standa'rd

6 has traditionally been the emergency planning regulation

7 itself.

8 HR. BEES: The staff would like to brief that

9 question, among other legal questions that are here

10 involved in this proceeding. And to the extent that

11 there has to be legal briefs and consideration of these

12 matters, we fully agree with that. But in the meantime,

13 we feel that the proceeding can 'go forward on the

( 14 framing of contentions and setting schedules for

15 discovery and such.

16 JUDGE BRENNERs Well, the contentions are

17 likely, in certain factual areas, to say the regulations

18 vill not be met in the absence of an off-site plan

19 approved by cognizant local governmental agencies. And

20 then, if the response is going to be yes, that's true in

21 certain respects but it doesn't matter because of

22 Section 5 of the Authorization Act, or whatever else the

23 parties want to argue supports that view, isn 't it

(]) 24 premature to get factual contentions which, in the view

25 of some parties, may be misdirected until we or the

O
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(]) 1 Commission decide the legal quastions?

2 Aren't there some legal questions that can be

3 decided at the threshold and separated from factual

4 questions?

5 MR. REES I take it that was directed to me.

6 JUDGE BRENNER. Yes.

7 MR. REES: Although there may be, in the long

8 run, some wasted effort, we think it is incumbent to

9 nove along now in this proceeding, and to take both

10 tracks at the same time. And I fully agree with you, it

11 may turn out that after the briefing of some legal

12 issues some of the matters might fall by the way, but

13 that doesn't mean we :thould not go forward.

- 14 JUDGE BRENNER: Is FEMA going to review

15 LILCO's plan?

16 HR. REES: Under the Memorandum of

17 Understanding between the NRC and FEMA, the NRC has a

( 18 right to submit what I characterize as the LILCO plan to

19 FEM A for their review and advice to us on its adequacy.

| 20 The statute itself, Section 5, indicates that it is an

21 NRC determination which may be made without approval of

22 FEMA.

23 Just which course we are going to take at the

| () 24 present time is not absolutely certain, though right now

25 we believe we will sub=it it to FEMA for their advice.

| C)
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{} 1 JUDGE BRENNER4 Well, the question is will

2 FEMA review it.

3 MR. REES: We are given to understand that

O
4 FEMA vill review it.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Is that a yes?

6 MR. REESs Yes.

7 JUDGE BRENNERa Mr. Glass? And I'm asking

8 this question.to try to find out whether this is yet

9 another area where the parties might argue that the

10 regulations should be departed from.

11 MR. GLASS: The MOU requires that the

12 submission from NRC be through the joint NRC/ FEMA

13 Steering Committee, and I do not know what the policy of

() 14 that body will be as to whether FEMA will undertake a

15 review. As far as FEMA's review, FEMA would be using,

16 as they are required, the standards as outlined in 0654.

17 I don't think I'm shedding that much

; 18 additional light on the situation except to say that

19 there is a potential f or another problem that the Board

20 m ay be facing.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: I guess maybe I didn' t

22 understana the first thing you said. Is PEMA going to

23 review the plan or not, or did you give me a maybe?

24 MR. GLASS: It is a maybe because it is not a()
25 direct transmittal from NBC to FEMA; it is through an

C)
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{} 1 NRC/FENA Steering Committee that then makes the,

2 determination, once that review is undertaken.

3 JUDGE BRENNERs Okay. ;

O
4 MR. REVELEY: Judge, could I have a brief bite '

5 again?

6 JUDGE BRENMER: Yes.

7 NR. REVELEY Under the existing regulations,

8 putting Section 5 of the Authorization Act to one side,

9 there is, of course, the provision-in 5.0.47(c)(1) that
~

10 the applicant will have an opportunity to demonstrate to

11 the satisf action of the Commission that deficiencies in

12 the plan are not significant for the plant in question,

13 that adequate interim compensating actions have or will

14 be taken promptly, or that there are other compelling

15 reasons to permit plant operation.

16 In short, existing regulations have a variance

17 mechanism built into them that provides a parallel track

*
18 to Section 5 for dealing with a problem of this sort.

19 Moreover, while there are some legal issues

20 that sho uld be engaged righ t now at the threshold, those

21 legal issues and their resolution will undoubtedly go on

22 for sometime. If this Board engages them first, they

23 will move either to the Appeal Board or the Commission,

(]) 24 probably. Thereafter, they will go into courc, and it

j 25 is quite possible that the County will argue that they

ID;

i s_/
,

|
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1 are not satisfactorily until the U.S. Supreme Court has
)

2 either heard them or denied cert.

3 So at some point, the NRC is going to have to

O 4 decide to go forward with the taking of evidence on

5 these issues before there has been a final, definitive

6 resolution of the pertinent legal issues.

7 Accordingly, we think it very important that

8 this Board compel the parties to state, to put on the

9 table precisely what their factual issues are and to

10 begin to go foward with their resolution at the same

11 time that this Board and the Commission and the courts

12 wrestle with the difficult legal issues that are

13 involved here.

() 14 We further believe that that getting on with

15 the factual issues may well shed some light on the legal-

16 issues that would not otherwise exist if these legal

17 issues are pursued as metaphysical abstractions. So we

18 think you should do both, J udge, but we don't deny the

19 difficulty of the situation.

I 20 JUDGE BRENNER: Do you agree that the criteria

21 for examining the factual issues, if we were willing to

22 go ahead and do that, would be the guidance, the

23 planning criteria, of the regulations?

() 24 MR. REVELEY4 I think the planning criteria of

25 the regulations would be a very important indicia of

|
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I compliance, but they woul'd not, in our judgment, on a
)

2 jot and tittle basis, be the sole basis of compliance.

3 The basic factual issue, Judge Brenner, is

4 this can this plant have effective emergency

5 preparedness, taking into account all of the pertinent

6 circumstances in evidence, including, for example, the

7 new research that is being done on sorstars. And we

8 cannot believe that in a proceeding that has lasted as

9 long as this one, that the federal government cannot

10 find a way to engage effectively and reasonably quickly

11 the legal and factual issues that must be engaged.

12 We simply cannot have a situation in which

13 because a county refuses to go forward, that everyone

() 14 sits in place paralyzed, avaiting some form of

15 dispensation to get on with the job. We think this

16 Board is uniquely positioned to begin to sort out the

17 legal and factual issues, and we urge you to do it.

18 MR. BROWN 4 Judge Brenner, may I be heard?

19 JUDGE BRENNEB: Let me give the other parties

20 an opportunity and Mr. Lath am, even we reserved ruling

21 for now, we will certainly let you participate subject

22 to our later ruling. But if any other counsel care to

23 comment, Mr. Shapiro or Mr. Dougherty or Mr. Latham , we

(} 24 vill hear from them now and then go back to Mr. Brown.

25 MR. SHAPIRos I would just like to comment

O
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1 briefly, Judge Brenner, because as I hear LIlCO's
.

- 2 arguments -f or proceeding, it strikes me, or it strikes

3 us as all the more s forceful argument for permitting

O 4 resolution prior and speedy resolution of the legal

5 issues.

6 Sure, there are always factual issues involved

7 in every legal problem presented to a court or a board

8 f or determina tion. But the question is are those

9 factual issues decisive and determinative on the legal
.

10 issues, and I think the answer here is clea rly no.

11 It is difficult for this intervenor -- and I

12 speak only for the North Shore Committee at the moment,

13 obviously -- to address itself to something that doesn't

O 44 exist. Ihere is neitner a countr rian nor a -t1tCO

15 plan" to which we may address ourselves.

16 To require, therefore, an intervenor to

17 proceed to address something which (a) does not exist at

18 the moment in any kind of legally cognizable form, and

19 which if it does, by some chance, exist and then

20 disappears later on because of subsequent rulings,

21 really is an exercise in futility.

22 And, therefore, NSC supports the position of

23 the County for a speedy, as fast as possible, speedy

24 resolution of the legal issue presented by its motion

.5 and its request for certification.
,

|

'

O
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1 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, what if the legal issue

2 in significant part at least, involves a determination

3 of whether or not an off-site emergency plan can be

4 implemented which adequately protects the public health

5 and safety, using among other things the criteria of the

8 regulation and the planning standards? Wouldn't we need

7 to see, to examine in the factual context, whether the

8 plan which LILCO argues would meet the criteria could or

9 should be implemented?

10 MR. SHAPIRO Only if you first reach the

11 determination whether or not a local gover'nmental plan

12 is the one that must be submitted to the Board for

13 approval. I don't read -- and there has been some

() 14 discussion here about Section 5, and I don't read

15 Section 5 as anything more than stating in other,

!
16 language the requirements of the regulations. And the

1

17 requirements of the regulations are, as I recall them,

18 that there be a state or local government -- a plan that

19 has to be implemented. And to put it colloquially,

20 there ain't no such animal.

21 Until that thing or entity is put into

22 existence, there seems literally nothing to which this

23 intervenor can address itself.

24 JUDGE BRENNERs M r. Dougherty, Mr. Latham, do
[}

25 You want to add anything?

O
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rs 1 HR. DOUGHERTI: I would just like to add, Mr.
t

.

2 Chairman, that there may be some f actual issues that one

3 could dredge up here, but we think that you can turn to

4 them only if you accept LILCO's view of the law, and we

5 think that this legal question is something that must be

6 crossed. This presents a threshold that must be

7 addressed.

8 Now, obviously, this issue is one of national
,

9 importance. As it is presented in this case, it is one

10 of first impression, and eventually either the

11 Commission itself or the courts will address the issue.

12 And we think it would be in the interest of all the

13 parties in this proceeding to deal with it promptly.

() 14 We would, of course, like an opportunity to

15 respond formally to the motion, but at this point, we

16 strongly support the motion for certification. We think

17 it should be taken up.

|
18 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Latham?

19 NR. LATHAM: Judge Prenner, the Town of

20 Southampton is 4. ' full accord with the position that has

21 been taken by the County government. I would like to

22 observe that I think both Mr. Rees and yourself made a

23 very stron, case for the need for directed certification

24 as soon as possible in view of the magnitude of the{}
25 legal issues which are presented, and as Mr. Dougherty

O
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1 said, the fact that they really are a first impression.

2 I would like to also point out I think the

3 truth of your observation that if contentions were to be

4 filed, that there is a likelihood that they would not

5 advance the factual investigation very far because I

6 think the parties obviously have to take the position

7 that implementation, as set forth by their understanding

8 of the regulations, would not be possible.

9 So that even if there is an attempt to proceed

10 with a factual investigation, we may still all end up

11 back at the same point, and I think that, again, points

12 to the need for immediate certification.

13 Finally, with regard to the- question of

() 14 implementation that 3ou had asked Mr. Shapiro, we are

15 not dealing with a question here where the County has

16 said we may not be able to implement a plan. More that,

17 at the present time, we don 't ha ve a plan that we can

18 implement.

!

19 It is clear that on the basis of a virtually

20 year-long investigation by the County that they have
|

21 reached 'he unalterable conclusion that no plan can be

22 adopted, and that no plan will be implemented. There is

23 an air of finality to that which I think suggests that

24 the legal questions should be immediately discussed, and

25 as even Mr. Reveley has admitted, LILCO concedes that

O
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1 there are a number of questions of implementation which

2 would require participation by the County.

3 And so I think as far as factual issues are

J 4 concerned, those are largely resolved and we should turn

5 to the question of law.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: But what about LILCO's

7 argument that they want an opportunity to litigate

8 factually before us why they believe they have a plan

9 that can be implemen ted , notwithstanding the absence of

to the County's participation?

11 MR. LATHAM: Well, I think that first of all,

12 the questions of law are so immense and unprecedented

13 tha t they should be dealt with first. But secondly, the

O ,4 to o.g 1s1ani tighting Companz has teken the position th t

15 there must be some county involvement and the

16 implementation does require some involvement of the

17 local government. And so I don't see the point in

18 trying to debate that question with contentions at this

19' point.

20 Again , I think we 're going to find ourselves

I 21 back in a situation where contentions are going to be

22 focusing on interpretations of the regulations in the

23 law and the ball is not going to get advanced very far.

.

24 HR. REVELEY: Judge, if I may just quickly

' 25 correct an apparent misunderstanding of what I said, I

O
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<S 1 did not say that the county had to participate.
V

2 JUDGE BRENNER: I didn't think you had.

3 MR. REVELEYa So we have not agreed with that

f~}k 4 proposition.j

5 JUDGE BRENNERs Mr. Brown, you had wanted to
.

6 respond?

7 HR. BROWN 4 Thank you. Our substantive

8 motion, Judge Brenner, I think addresses each and every

9 one of the legal considerations that.has been discussed

10 here, or that the Board independently raised in the last

11 few minutes. The facts are undisputed. The County took

12 an action that it will not adopt a plan ; it will not

13 implemen t a' plan.

() 14 And the threshold issue that ought to be very

15 promptly resolved in everyone's interest, even if some

16 people don 't realize their interest would be served by

| 17 this --
!

! 18 JUDGE BRENNER: It's lucky for them they have

19 You here to help them.

20 (Laughter.)

21 MR. BROWNa That is why we had a good night's

22 sleep last night, so we're able to protect everyone's

|
! 23 interest ra ther than just our own.

24 The legal issues are very, very clear, and,
)

1 25 for example, the legitimacy of any plan being before

!

O
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1 this Commission other than a " plan of a local

2 governmental entity" is addressed on page 5, footnote

3 2. There is great support for that. The fact tha t

4 Section 5 embodies the provision of Section 109 that was

5 implemented by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in

6 50.47(c)(1) is addressed in the footnote on page 7, and

7 each and every one of the other legal issues is made

8 crystal clear.

9 Those are, in fact, the undisputed facts, what

10 was done, and we simply wish to get that before the

11 Commissioners as quickly as possible, and to get an

12 answer. And we most profoundly believe that it serves

13 everyone's interest to do that immediately. It

() 14 certainly serves the interest of the public and, we

15 would submit, the interest of LILCO, too, to get behind

16 us that issue on which we finally have some solid ground.

17 MR. REVELEYs Judge, would somebody tell me

18 exactly wh a t this legal issue is so that we can more

19 precisely understand it? We haven't had the County's

20 papers long, but with all due respect, they have not

21 assisted us greatly in understanding either the

22 statement of the issues or the legal analysis of that

23 County thinks supports its conclusions. What precisely

24 is it that we're going to put in front of the Com ission
{

25 if the question were immediately certified?

O
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1 JUDGE BRENNER: That I think is a good

2 suggestion. How would the question that you want us to

|
'

3 certify be phrased before the Commission? The question
O
\/ 4 or questions.,

5 MR. BROWNa We're really a sking for our motion

i 6 to be certified; the motion to terminate, be certified
1

7 for the reasons set forth in the two-page document or . |
1

8 three-page document which we submitted yesterday. So it

9 would be the immediate certification of that motion.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: But what is the legal question?

11 HR. BROWNa The legal question is should this

12 proceeding be terminated forthwith. I'm not prepared

13 for argument, though, on any other matters than that.

() 14 JUDGE BRENNER: What I meant, and maybe I

15 wasn't clear, is what would the emergency planning legal

16 issue be? I understand your argument that you think

17 emergency planning requirements can't be met and,

18 therefore, the proceeding should be terminated. But my

19 question is what is the underlying assumed legal

20 question in tha t a rgument? How would we phrase the

21 legal issue as to why the emergency plan, as a matter of

22 law, in the absence of any factual inquirey cannot be

23 met?
!

24 ER. BROWN: I would want to think this

25 through. Cff the top of my head, I don't find it a

()
|
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1 comfortable feeling to phrase legal issues and then have

2 people picking at the words. But the legal issue would

3 be phrased -- to use the words used in the County's

4 resolution -- that there will be no local emergency plan

5 and none will be implemented, and there is that. When

6 that fact, that undisputed fact, is subject to the

7 application of the Commission regula tions, does it

8 require ipso facto the termination of this proceeding?

9 MR. REVELEY: Well, Judge, there is a dispute

10 as to fact, as to both aspects of what Mr. Brown just

11 said. First, whether there is a local plan; and second,

12 whether it can be implemented.

~13 MR. BROWN The fact, Judge Brenner, is only

([ 14 whether there is a county resolution which says what it

15 says. And if it does, what is the legal consequence of

^16 that, given the application of the NBC's regulations.

17 JUDGE BRENNERs Is your legal question, then,

18 Hr. Brown, whether the determination by the County that

19 there will be no County off-site emergency plan

20 developed or implemented or implementable in and of

21 itself -- ioes that require a finding that the

|
22 applicable fedral emergency planning regulations cannet'

23 be met?

24 MR. BROWN: Yes.
{}

( 25 JUDGE BRENNER: We are going to consider

(Z)
I
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; 1 whether or not to certify questions that are applicable

| /
i 2 to this controversy to the Commission, or seek the
!
! 3 Commission's advice in some fashion, but I can tell you

4 we're not going to say Dear Commission, here is the

5 County's motion; you deal with it. We are going to want

6 to structure for the benefit of the Commission, if we do

7 go to the Commission, what it is the parties want the

8 Commission to focus on, and perhaps offer our own views
!

| 9 also.
,

l

10 And that is why I think it would help to have'

11 a better handle on the particular legal questions. And

12 I don't know if you want some brief period of time to,

l

|
13 sapplement your filing on behalf of the County with wnat

(]) 14 those particular legal questions would be for which the

15 County would assert has to be answered in a threshold.
~

16 And if answered the way the County believes they should

17 be answered, whether that would moot the need for any

18 further factual inquiry.

19 MR. BROWN 4 We are prepared to make that

20 filing if it would be helpful to the Board, and we will

21 do that. We will set forth specifically in that format

22 the legal issues that we believe should promptly be

23 certified to the Commission.

24 JUDGE BRENNER4 As I read it, what you are

25 suggesting in your papers is simply to pass the motion

O.
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-
1 on to the Commission without any further ado.

2 MR. BROWN That is right.

3 JUDGE BRENNERs As I said, I think it would be
O\/ 4 of benefit to us and the Commission to have matters

5 better focused. We are certainly going to want

6 responses on the legal question.

7 All right. I think we want to take a brief,

,

8 recess and discuss this among ourselves. I don't know

3 if the parties want to raise any other matters this

10 morning, and we will hear that before the recess, with

11 respect to emergency planning. We don't have any

12 questions for right now.

13 HR. REVELEYa Judge, I think we can state our

() 14 position again in more detail once we understand wha t

! -15 the County's position actually is in more specific
l

18 form. We would hope that we would not have to respond

17 to the present, sor.ewhat amorphous statemen t, but could

18 respond to their more particula rized sta tem ent .

| 19 MR. BROWNS Judge Breliner, our so-called
|
| 20 amorphous statement is the form of a conventional

21 motion, and we would expect that our motion would be

22 replied to by other parties, as is customarily done
i

23 under the regulations.

24 KR. REVELEY: Well, then, Judge, I will --{}
25 JUDGE BRENNER: Wait a minute, let's back up.

|

| ()
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1 My suggestion was it would certainly help us and, we

2 believe, the Commission if we decide to seek their

3 advice in some procedural format, to have the particular

4 issues or questions certified and which the County seeks

5 to have certified or referred, depending upon what

6 action we ta ke.

7 First, better focused. And I thought you

8 agreed that you would like a brief opportunity to be

9 able to do that.

10 MR. BROWNS We are pleased to do that. That

11 relates to the three-page motion to certify. We have a
(

12 second document which is our substantive motion to'

13 terminate, and I think that the parties would be

(]) 14 somewhat anxious to reply to the substance of that since

15 it calls for a consequence which has proportions beyond

16 the routine events of the day.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, the motion to terminate

18 is subsidiary to whatever happens on your main point,

19 and then those are the points that we would want focused

20 in issue form.

21 MR. BROWN As I said, we will be happy to do

| 22 that and we will get that to the Board and parties.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: We would like to find some way

24 to get the views of New York State, since they are a

25 participant in this proceeding. Does anybody have any

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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r~g 1 suggestions on how to solicit that, other than in

(/
2 addition to an order from us? In other words, if the

3 state does not accept an invitation to make a filing, I

4 guess we would want to hear a little more from the

5 parties on their views as to what the state is doing or

6 not doing. What is the status of the court proceeding?

' 7 Does that affect that question?

8 ER. REVELEY I think the status of the court

9 proceeding at the moment, Judge, is nothing is goins

10 on. We are discussing with the County whether or not

11 the County's declaratory judgment action will be dropped

12 for the moment, since it does not presently seem

13 necessary. But I don't knou that either we or the

() 14 County, much less the court, have taken any definitive

|
15 steps in that regard.

j 16 MR. BROWNS We are discussing it because it

17 appears, Judge Brenner, that the issue there is now

18 academic. The requested relief; namely, to preclude the

19 DPC from sending a document other than the County's own

20 plan to the federal government is something that the

21 governor stated would not occur, and thus, we're going

22 to be arguing for relief that has already been granted
t

23 us.

24 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, that's what I want to
{

25 find out in this proceeding from the state, whether or

l

)

|
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1 not that is their position; that they are not going to

2 do any further work reviewing the plan. submitted by

3 LI1CO.

O 4 JUDGE BRENNER: I can read this vary b rief,

5 five-paragraph statement which was' issued. It is the

6 public statement issued for release Feb rua ry 17th. It

7 says, Statement by Governor Mario M. Cuomo, and it

8 addresses this precise point.

9 JUDGE BRENNERs Well, the problem with that
~

10 public -statement is it is, with all due respect to

11 public statements, it is not qu[te the same as getting a

12 formal position in the proceeding.

13 We will issue an order inviting the state to
,

O 14 inform us officia117, nd in the meanti e we su oest

15 that since counsel for the various parties might be

16 involved with the state, that you might want to indicate

17 why it would be helpful to this proceeding to get that

18 sort of report. But we will issue something in writing

19 requesting the state to supply us with its position.

20 Whether we do that before or af ter receiving

i 21 briefs I am not sure. It might be that we would want to

22 see how the issues get focused in the legal filings

23 before us, and then solicit the state's response, or

24 maybe we will do both. That is, solicit their response

! 25 now and if we have any further follow-up questions, find
|

O
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>

1 some mechanism to get the answers..

2 All right, if there is nothing else, we will

3 take a 15-minute recess at this time.

O 4 (A short recess was taken.)
1

*
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1 JUDGE BRENNERs. All right, we are back on the

2 record. We are going to proceed as follows. The County

3 and the private intervenors and.Southampton also is

O 4 arguing that there are legal issues, legal contentions,
,

5 if you will, that can and should be decided now. The

6 result and the decision on that would be such as to moot

7 the need for any further f actual contentions on

8 emergency planning.

9 Those issues, however, were not succinctly put

10 before us, partly because the County at least appeared

11 to contemplate going directly to the Commission and

12 appeared to contemplate a f urther opportunity to tell

13 the Commission what they thought and why, beyond the

() 14 pleadings filed. We want an opportunity to decide the

15 legal issues ourselves first.

16 Now, we 're not saying that we might not, once we

17 have them before us, seek the Commission's advice as to

18 part or all of the legal issues in advance of a decision

19 by us. But if we can offer some views or advice on some

20 of the issues, we might prefer to do that. Even if we

21 would also seek the Commission's advice, after coming to

22 our own preliminary view.

23 We think the circumstance here of there being

n 24 no existing, as of now, off-site emergency plan approved
%)

25 by local government agencies is one of first impression,

O
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1 so we will give the parties an opportunity to argue

2 their legal issues first on a prompt basis, and we will

3 attempt to decide it.
f3
U 4 Depending upon our decision, we might then go

5 to the Commission, decide that, indeed, there are

6 f actual -- that we can 't also decide the factual issues,
.

7 given our view of the legal issues. There are a whole

8 spectrum of options after we d' cide.e

9 The County, therefore, should put before us in

10 a pleading that we receive on Friday, March 1st and that

11 the other cognizant parties receive also -- I'm sorry,

12 Friday, March 4th -- and that the other cognizant

13 parties receive also on that day, the legal issues,

O i4 1 oe1 co teatioo=, if rou 111- enet the cooatr de11 eves-

15 can'and should be decided in the abstract in advance of

16 any litigation or decision on factual issues, the result

17 of which would moot the need for any emergency planning

18 litigation in the County's view. And your arguments as

19 to why the issue, the legal issue, should be decided as

20 you advocate.

21 We would set two weeks after that for Friday,

22 March 18th, to receive responses from LILCO and the

23 other parties, except for the staff, and Mr. Latham, you

24 are free to participate. We would insist tha t the Town

25 of Southampton, North Shore Coalition and SOC closely

O
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1 coordinate their response. If you can, we would

2 particularly appreciate a consolidated response,

3 although we won 't require that.

O
,

'

4 But giver- the f act that the positions sound '

'

5 very similar, recognizing that they might diverge on
'

6 details, we would certainly appreciate close

7 coordination. And you are free to indicate that you all

8 concur in a filing submitted by one party, or that you
~

9 have all jointly prepared it, or that you are aware of'

"

10 what the other parties are filing and you agree with

11 it. We will leave it flexible, but we certainly would

12 appreciate close coordination. We think that will help

13 you and it will also help the Board.

() 14 MR. LATHAMs Well, Judge Brenner, without

| 15 question there will, I am sure, be coordination going on

16 among the intervenors. I don't know whether you, at

17 this point, in the event Southampton is admitted, are

18 now seeking to join or combine these parties.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: No, we haven't consolidated

20 you as a party.

21 MR. LATHAM4 We would certainly resist that,

22 and I will attempt to coordinate to what extent I can.

| 23 But I suspect that a separate filing will be made.
l

24 JUDGE BRENNER: Hell, I don't want to see

25 separate filings that simply repeat the same thing, and

!

O
|
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1 tha t is unnecessary. So we 're looking for close

2 coordination, and we have had close coordination before

3 and it has worked very well, and if it continues to work

O 4 in the future we will never have the need to consider

5 anything more formal.

6 MR. SHAPIRos I'm sorry, sir, did you set a

7 date?

8 JUDGE BRENNERs Yes. So that it be received

9 by Friday, March 18th, and that is the same date as

10 LILCO's receipt. We will give the staff another week

11 beyond that so it can take into account the positions of

12 all of the other parties, and we would receive the

13 staff's response by Friday, March 25th.

() 14 Now, the responses by the other parties -- we

15 would addrers the pleading on the legal issues that we

16 are going to receive from the County. You can also

17 address the County's motion to terminate -- I suspect to

18 terminate the proceeding. As I say, that really is

19 derivativo of a decision on the other issues but you

20 might want to include arguments as to why we should or

21 should not proceed on the other issues, even given the

22 uncertainty of results on the emergency planning issues.

23 And as part of the filings by the other

24 parties, I'm thinking, I guess, particularly of the(}
25 filing by the County and LILCO, if you have anything to

O
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1 add on the position of the state as you understand it as

2 a party, feel free to include that. We would welcome

3 that. We are going to ask you to supply us with the

O 4 governor's statement. You can just give it'to us today

5 or mail it to us, whatever is convenient for you, Mr.
.

6 Brown.

7 We are going to ask the counsel f or the

8 participating state agency to inform us of the status of

9 the review of the plan submitted by LILCO to the state

10 agency, and we will issue a written request in the next

11 day or two on that. But the parties are also free to

12 give us their understanding.

13 As part of the staff's filing, we insist on an

O i4 inc1usion or what rzMi is ooine to do, what aaC and

15 FEM A, in coordination with each other, are going to do

16 with respect to review of the LILCO off-site plan, if I

17 can tera it that.

i 18

19

20

l
21

- 22

23

O 24
I

25

O
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1 Of course, as part of the views on the

2 responses to the legal issues submitted by the County,

3 the parties are free to give us their advice as to

4 whether we should decide them ourselves or certify them

5 or do both; that is, decide and refer the ruling.

6 And I am sure the parties, if they --

7 particularly LILCO, given the oral position toda y, and I

8 guess the Staff also is going to take the position that

9 local offsite plans are not a requisite to the required

10 emergency planning finding; that they indicate clearly

11 in their arguments as to whether that is under the

12 regulation or under the congressional act or under

13 both. And if it is under the regulation, whether it is

() 14 under one of the express provisions or under one of the

15 built-in variance procedures.

16 Mr. Latham, you looked like you were ready to

17 speak.

18 MR. LATHAM: No.

19 JUDGE BRENNERs We probably won't issue a

20 written order confirming this oral order for these

21 filings given the time frame, and I think we all

22 understand what is before us. In light of that, if

23 there are any questions for clarification, we would be

24 pleased to try to answer them.

25 (No response.)

O
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1 JUDGE BRENNERa We have nothing else to add on

2 this subject of emergency planning, and those counsel

3 who are here only for that subject are free to go. We

4 are scing to-turn to the other matters.

5 (Pause.)

6 JUDGE BRENNER: We will do the remnants of the

7 RAT matter first and then 00A.

8 All right. To accommodate the schedule of

9 other counsel, we are prepared to discuss which portions

10 of the Staff 's and inspection report will be admitted

11 into evidence.

12' MR. EILLER: Judge Brenner, earlier this

13 morning I was provided a list from Mr. Earley of LILCO's

() 14 sections of the pages of the R AT inspection report. I

15 gave to-the Board yesterday LILCO's understanding as to

16 which of those pages in which of those sections they

17 would agree to or disagree to.

18 It strike's me, Judge Brenner, that perhaps it

19 is appropriate that I renew my request that we move just

20 the entire inspection report into evidence. If we do

| 21 not do that, then I suppose the only way t, . his is
i

22 to go through page by page and to tell the Board wha t

23 our position is, and we can thrash it out.
;

24 For the most part, Judge Brenner, I would say
)

25 tha t there is more agreement than disagreement with the
|

|

() '
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1 list I have providad to the Board.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Why don't you just give us the

3 ones that there is disagreement about, and we will move

4 the o *.h e rs i n rig h t away, and then we will deal with the

5 disagreement.

6 MR. MILLER: Judge Brenner, as I understand

7 Mr. Earley's list, with respect to the cover letter, the

8 first page of the cover letter, as you will recall, we

9 had requested the entire cover letter go in. LILCO

10 would agree to that except they would move to keep out

11 the last six sentences in the second paragraph of page

12 1, which would be everything af ter the first word of the

13 fourth line of that paragraph.

() 14 JUDGE BRENNER Maybe I had better hear f rom

15 LILCO as to which portions they address, because I

16 really didn 't intend to parse this sentence by

17 sentence. Tell'us what the problem is with respect to

|" 18 the portions you think you will be prejudiced by if they

j - 19 sre moved into evidence.
| *

l 20 MR. ELLISs Yes, sir. Let me begin by saying
|

| 21 first of all it is important to keep in mind the

I
22 original purguse. The purpose was to consider whether

23 the RAT, our Beadiness Assessment Team inspection,

24 produced results in the four violations, the apparent

25 reliance on file inspection and housekeeping matters'

|

|

|
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1 which changed the. Staff's view with respect to their

2 conclusion that there were no QA/QC breakdowns.
3 By admitting additional material, I feel

4 certain that we will see proposed findings by the County

5 because we have been through one finding process

6 already, so we have some experience. I feel fairly

7 certain we can expect to see proposed findings on
,

8 satters that we were not appropriately apprised of so

9 that we could examine in the course of what we

10 understood was to be a highly focused, limited inquiry

11 into this inspection.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. So you're going to

13 tell us which portions of this ao not relate to either

(]) 14 the violations or the housekeeping matter or anythinq
!

15 relat'ed thereto.

16 MR. ELLISa Yes, sir. The first sentence, the

17 first place we had a difference was on page 1. It says,

18 " Based upon this incpection we determined that a number

19 of areas require resolution by LILCO before conclusion

20 can be reached by us regarding such a recommendation."

21 Call, the question of whether they were goina

22 to make a recommendation or when the Staff is going to

23 make a recommendation was not at all an issue or of

24 interest in the Readiness Assessment Team panel cross(}
25 e xa mina tion . That is not relevant a t all to the CA/QC

)
l
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1 contentions, and we didn't examine on it and didn't have

2 any intention of examining on it. And that continues

3 all the way down to the end of the paragraph.

4 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. That is simple.

5 We won't admit that portion. We don 't have to because

G we had the testimony of the witnesses on their views as

7 to the status of the particular matters inquired into,

8 and where they thought they needed more information and

9 where they thought they didn't. This statement is too

10 general, and it is in fact unnecessary given the other

11 testimony, so we won't admit that portion. That is,

12 sta rting " Based on this inspection" and continuing

th'ough to the end of that second paragraph at the first13 r

() 14 page of the letter.

15 What is the next one? I'm assuming we can do

16 this in a few minutes. Am I right?

17 MR. ELLIS: I beg your pardon?

18 JUDGE BRENNER4 I'm assuming we can do this in

19 a few minutes; that is, I don't know how many you have

20 that you object to.

21 MR. ELLIS: Yes. I think we can do it fairly

22 promptly, but I think it is important to do.

23 We did not disagree with the introduction into

24 evidence of Appendix A which described the findings

25 which indeed we thought was what should be in there. We

O
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1 also did not object to the cover sheet which indicated

2 the identity of the inspectors.

3 Now, the next thing we objected to appears on

4 the' page tha t comes immedia tely following the cover

5 page, and immediately prior to Table 1 there is a

6 paraarsch entitled "Results,' and there is a reference

7 in that paragraph indicating that Table 1 requires

8 resolution before recommendation by Region 1. And we

9 ob]ect to that. Tha t was not again the purpose of the

10 examination. And in addition, we object to all of Table

11 1 which the County seeks to introduce. Table 1 is i and

12 11.

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Give me the particular portion

() 14 on the page before Table 1.

15 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir. "These violations and

16 additional areas identified by an asterisk in Table 1 on

17 the following page require resolution prior to or

18 recommendation by Region 1 relative to a decision on

19 operating license. Table 1 identifies open items that

20 will require additional NRC inspection to verify

21 corrective actions."

22 That is the portion, together with Table 1,

23 which immediately follows that. It was a one page

24 table. I was wrono. It is not a two-page table. It is
(};

25 a one-page table.

l

|
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- 1 JUDGE BRENNER4 All right. Well, I think

2 consistent with our ruling before that these are more

3 general than the matters inquired into and go beyond it,

f)s_/ 4 Mr. Miller. You have got the testimony of the

5 particular witnesses on the particular violations that

6 ve permitted the inquiry on.

7 MR. MILLER: Judge Brenner, if I could --
.

8 JUDGE BRENNERs So why do we need a general

9 statement that it goes to things beyond that?

10 MB. MILLERa If you recall, Judge Brenner,

11 either yesterday or the day before we specifically did

12 discuss these two sentences on that page en titled
l
!

| 13 " Inspection Summary ," as well as Table 1. I think the

() 14 tie-in to the particular violations and the purpose of

15 the cross examination by the County was in asking Mr.

16 Greenuan his understanding of the purpose of the RAT

17 inspecticn.
I

18 One of the things he discussed was the open

19 items that were there, and Region 1 wanted to know about

20 Shoreham before they would be in a position to make such

21 a determination, and he himself went to Table 1 at my

22 request to verify that.

23 Those items on Table 1 are these items that

24 are outstandino and the Staff wants further resolution

25 of.
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1 JUDGE BRENNER : But we didn't have the inquiry

2 into all of the items. The inquiry was into the

3 particular items, and you've got your transcript for the

O 4 connection to that and the testimony on it.

5 MR. MILLERS Judge Brenner, the problem with

6 relying just on the transcript is that Mr. Greenman here

7 and in other places would simply at my request go and

,8 look at Table 1 and in response to my question would

9 give an answer which the transcript standing alone will

10 not clearly identify what was being talked about, I'm

11 afraid.

12 JUDGE BRENNEB4 Well, you've got it in .

13 identification for purposes of figuring out what he was

14 talking about and then what he said you can use for

15 evidence of whatever he said. We just don't need to

16 admit these two portions, and frankly, I think this is

17 more time than it is sorth. And, in fact, I thought you

18 were particularly good about asking the questions on the

19 assumption that this was only an identification,

| 20 particularly on the subject of what is left for the

21 Staff to look at on those violations. You asked those

22 questions, and the witnesses answered them.

23 MR. ELLIS : We frankly saw no reason to

24 introduce any of it, because he asked the Staff witness

25 each time tell se what the violation is.

O
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1 JUDGE BRENNER4 Well, there are some details

2 in here about what the violations are.

3 MR. ELLIS: And we don't object to those.

4 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. We won't admit this

5 portion. You are going to have to give us a written

6 submission consistent with the rulings here, because I'm

7 not going to come back and orally summarize it. But we
,

8 von't admit those two sentences on the page just bef ore

9 Table 1; that is, starting with the second sentence and

10 the second paragraph and continuing through the third

11 sentence. And we won't admit Table 1.

12 These rulings do not imply that any oral

13 testimony about any of this is not material, of course.

() 14 It is just a question of whether to admit these in

15 addition to the oral te s tim on y .

16 MR. ELLIS: We think, just to reiterate the

17 point, as they have done in other findings, we would

18 expect that if that table were admitted --

19 JUDGE BRENNERa Well, you've got the ruling.

20 Let's go on.

|
21 MR. ELLIS The same rationale applies to the

|

22 paragraph number 2 on-page 1, just the first paragraph.

23 The remainder we have agreed to.

24 JUDGE BRENNER: Which portion of page 17 I'm
{}

25 sorry.

O
I
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1 MR. ELLISa The paragrapl: beginni ng " Plant

2 sta tus. " That paragraph relates to readiness for fuel

3 load, which was not an issue.

O 4 JUDGE BR' NNER : Well, it was pertinent to someE

5 of the inquiry, includ ing the status of housekeeping and
,

6 so on. We will leave that in.

7 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, it also mentions

8 master punch lists. It mentions preoperational test

9 sta tus.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Right. But all of that is the '

11 basis in there for their estimate of fuel load.
,

12 All right. We will admit that. If we make a

13 mistake, you can tell us later.

14 Next?

15 ER. ELLIS: Down at the bottom of page 1 where

16 it says, "Approximately 30 percent of the systems or

17 subsystems still remain to be turned over to plant

18 staff," I take it under wha t you have just indicated

19 that you would not exclude that either?

20 JUDGE BRENNER: Correct. For the same

21 reason. It gives the context of some of their

22 observations on the status of things, and I'm thinking

23 particularly of housekeeping, althougn not necessarily

(} 24 exclusively.
,

25 HR. ELLIS: Mr. Hiller indicated that on page

O
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1 5, he wanted to offer page 5. I assume in the material

2 ve gave him, I assume he understands that we understood '

3 his suggestion to start with paragraph number 5 rather

4 than 4.6, which we would object to.

5 MR. MILLER: Tha+. is correct, Judge Brenner.

6 MR. ELLIS: And then again on page 12 where he

7 off ered page 12, I assume that Mr. Miller intended to

8 begin with 8.2 rather than 8.1.

9 MR. MILLER: That is correct, Judge Brenner.

10 MR. ELLIS: All right. On 9.2.2 on page 13,

11 Mr. Miller offered or seeks to have introduced all of

12 page 13. We do not think the first paragraph on page

13 8.2.2 was the f ocus of or relevant to the Board's stated

() 14 purpose for examination of the Readiness-Assessment

15 Team. That was not a violation.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: The first paragraph of 8 2.27

17 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir. 8.2.2.

18 MR. MILLER: Judge Brenner, that paragraph was

19 specifically discussed. It was not made a violation.

20 We discussed why it was not in the context of the fact

21 tha t it had not been finally inspected by FOC. I think

22 it is entirely relevant, though, to the entire

23 discussion of cable tray supports that we did have in

24 the record.

25 MB. ELLIS: If that's going to be the

O
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1 standard, Judge Brenner, then there is virtually nothing.
Os,

2 MR. MILLER: It also discusses, Judge Brenner,

3 the numbers, the 350 that had been finally inspected.

4 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, we're going to let it

5 in. It was directly related to the inquiry on the

6 viola tion involving the dra wings -- not the drawings --

7 involving the cable tray supports. And there were

8 questions as to why that was not a violation and so on,

9 and I guess the ruling is that it is close enough to

10 come within our ruling of the scope of the inquiry on

11 the RAT inspection of the violations.
,

12 MR. ELLISs I guess --

13 JUDGE BRENNERa It '111uminated the testimony

() 14 on the views of the inspectors as to those violations.

15 Let's not argue it.

16 MR. ELLIS: Well, maybe this underscores the

1'7 necessity for using a different process in the future
[

i '18 because --

19 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, the problem is these

| 20 inspection reports are not designed along the same lines
|
! 21 as the inquiry. That is why we keep having to do this
|

22 over and over again. And if you or I or anybody knowing

23 what the litigation would be were designing these, we

24 wouldn't have the same problem.

j 25 MR. ELLIS Well, we note our exception.

I

v

i

'
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1 On page 18, Judge Brenner, we assume again( j)x
2 that Mr. Miller was not offerinc all of page 18 but

3 merely commencing or finishing at 8.4.2 and not covering

4 8.5.

5 HR. MILLERS That is correct, Judge Brenner.

6 MR. ELLIS4 Then going over to 19 --

7 JUDGE BRENNER: I didn't have 19 on my list.

8 MR. ELLIS: Oh, he did not offer 19. The next

9 one is on page 23. I assumed that Mr. Miller did not

10 intend to offer 9.2.

11 MR. MILLER: That is correct.
f

12 MR. ELLISs And with respect to 9.3, I assumed

13 that he intended to offer only portion beginning with

() 14 the second paragraph and not the first paragraph.
7

15 MR. MILLER: Judge Brenner, we had intended or

i
16 we requested that all of 9.3 be moved in, including tha t

17 first 7aragraph.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: Give me a moment to read it if

19 you 're going to argue on that one.

20 (Pause.)

21 JUDGE BRENNERa How is this related, Mr.

22 Miller, to the violations f or the housekeeping matters?

23 MR. MILLER 4 Judge Brenner, I think it simply

|
24 sets in the context what the Staff examined and then'

)
25 leads directly into the violation governing the 00A

| (Z)

|
'
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1 rework of the diesel generator. It helps put into

2 context the violation, I think.

3 JUDGE BRENNERs I think if ve took out the

4 last sentence of the paragraph it would be consistent

5 with your purpose, and probably the last sentence, you

6 see, arguably goes beyond the violations, I suspect.

7 Maybe I as wrong, and that is LILCO's problem; but I

8 also recognize the validity of your point, Mr. Miller,

9 of the beginning of that point, assisting with the

10 context, and offhand I just don't remember if the oral

11 testimony has that same contextual assistance.

12 MR. ELLISs We would find that acceptable.

13 MR. MILLER: That would be fine, Judge Brenner.

(/ 14 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Let's do that. So

15 we are just deleting the last sentence of the first

16 paragraph of Section 9.3, beginning on page 23.

17 In ciden tally , to save a written finding, I

18 wouldn't mind an oral summary of our ruling, but I

19 haven 't been taking careful enough notes to do it. So
|

l 20 if you want to come back and do it right away, we will

21 let you have a try at it.

22 ER. ELLIS: Mr. Earley indicated he would go

23 ahead and write it up.

24 JUDGE BRENNER: I'm saying we can do it nov()
25 orally or in writing.

|

O
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1 All right. Are there any other portions?

2 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir, there are.

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Go ahead.

4 MR. ELLIS: On page 34 we assume that Mr.

5 Jiller did not intend to of fer anything on 34 before

6 10.6, and we would object to the entire portion relating

7 to the master punch list because that was not the focus

8 or intent of the examination of the Readiness Assessment

9 Team panel. And certainly we did not cross examine the

10 panel vith this in mind. We did not consider it given

11 the Board 's announced scope of the RAT inspection, and

12 certainly with regard to the contentions we do not

13 consider it appropriate to do so.

() 14 HR. MILLER: Judge Brenner, I did not mean to

15 nove in any material above 10.6 regarding the master

16 punch list. Obviously, I would like in the master punch

17 list those three paragraphs. I think it was brought up

18 specifically in the context of violation B which

19 discussed the system of the master punch list, and there
;

l 20 were problems from the staff regarding the master punch

21 list control

22 JUDGE BRENNER: But we didn't have an inquiry

23 planned into the status of the master punch list. It is

s 24 true one of the violations involved the use of the
!

25 master punch list, and I think we had the testimony on

|
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1 that, so I think as written here, it is unnecessary for-

2 context for that violation, and it is much broader than

3 the situation of a violation.

4 The other arguable context of the perceived

5 readiness of the plant in the last paragraph is already

6 covered, so I think we would kee p this portion out.

7 Give me one moment.

8 (Board conferring.)

9 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes. We won't ad mit that

10 portion. Again, we're not saying that any testimony on

11 the master punch list is totally irrelevant. One of the

12 violations did involve the master punch list, and you've

13 got tha t. So we won't admit 34.

(]) 14 All right. What is your pleasure, Mr.

15 Earley? Do you want to run through it orally, or do you
i

-

16 vant to submit it in writing? How about the letter?

17 l'E sorry. I keep interrupting you. They also moved in

18 the Staff Exhibit 12, the confirmatory action letter.

I 19 MR. EARLEY: We didn't pose any objection to
l

20 that, Judge. I think I can give a quick summary.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, Staff Exhibit 12 then,

22 it being the confirmatory action letter which was

23 identified yesterday, or I guess identified on Tuesday

24 is admitted into evidence.
[

25 (The document previously

()
|
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1 marked Staff Exhibit No.
{

2 12 for identification

3 was received in

O 4 evidence.)

*5 JUDGE BRENNER: And you can do the summary nov

6 with respect to the portions of Staff Exhibit 13, the
4

7 Readiness Assessment Team' inspection 83-02, which we

8 have ruled will be admitted into evidence.

9 (Portions of the document

10 previously marked Staff

11 Exhibit No. 13 for

12 identification were

13 received in evidence.)

() 14 MR. EARLEY: In looking at my notes, why don't
~

15 ve just do this in writing so we can check it?

16 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. You could submit

17 it at your convenience. It doe sn ' t ha ve to be today.

18 And why don't you in fact run it by the other parties to

19 make sure they agree after you have the transcript?

20 All right. That is all I had on the R AT

21 inspection. We want to hear with respect to 00A now the

22 sta tus of discussions on the procedures dispute.

23 MR. DYNNER: Judge Brenner, the parties met at

24 King of Prussia last Wednesday and Thursday to discuss(}
25 the 00A procedures. I think progress was made in

O
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1 reviewing ',he OA Manual and in getting into some of the
k<3)

2 proceduras.

3 It quickly became apparent that the way that

O 4 progress would have to be made would be with technical

5 people from both sides; that is to say, the County's

6 consultants and the appropriate LILCO personnel sitting

7 down and turning pages and revie91ng in letail the 00A

8 procedures in the manual that was the scope of this.

9 Accordingly, there is a meeting that has been

10 set for this coming Wednesday on Long Island. Mr.

11 Inskeep is coming in from California for that meeting,

12 Mr. Bland from Texas. What we anticipate is that the

13 consultants and the LILCO personnel will, without the,

1

( () 14 presence of counsel, will sit down for a number of days,

15 possibly Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, in order to

16 determine the progress that can be made in those three

17 days.

18 I think that the parties are still avaiting

19 some detailed views of the Staff in Region I as to the

20 kinds of changes with some more specificity that they

21 would like to see, and that would be helpful to the

22 parties in terms of rev.ising the procedures and the

23 manual to get the Staff input. And I don 't think we

24 have received that yet, but it is hoped tha t the people(}
25 that are going to be involved in this process will have

C.
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1 that by next Wednesday.

2 I think -- Mr. Ellis and I haven 't discussed

3 this recently, but I think it is fair to say that until

4 the meeting that takes place next week and until the

5 Staff gets a chance in Region I to focus on this, it

6 would be difficult for us to give any accurate dates as

7 to when we could expect the procedures in their revised

8 form to be ready for review.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: Is it feasible to orient us in

10 terms of the original procedural outline, or would that

11 not be helpful any more?

12 ER. ELLISa I'm not sure it would be too
~

13 helpful, but I think we can.

() 14 First, I think Mr. Dynner has properly and

15 fully summarized it. I did not have a chance to discuss

16 this particular point with him, so let me just advance

17 it.

| 18 I indic'ated earlier that I thought we had
|

19 f allen off the schedule because matters had taken

20 somewhat longdi than we had anticipated, but I do think

21 tha t we are making progress. And I would hope -- I'm

22 not so sure that my hope is realistic, but I think so --
|

23 tha t at the end of this next session by experts, a
|

24 session I might add for which our people are spending a
)

25 very substantial amount of time preparing for, as they
,

!

()
l

l
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("} 1 did the last time, I think more focused, and everyone, I

2 think, is more focused now -- that we are at the point

3 perhaps where at the end of this session, however many

O
4 days it takes, we will be a t the point where we can

5 identify the remaining' matters of disagreement for

6 submission to the Staff.

7 Is that realistic, do you think?

8 MR. DYNNER: I think that is. Certainly we

9 would be hopeful that that can be done. The only reason
,

10 that I am slightly hesitant is because I think that that

11 would necessitate some reaction from Region I, and so to

12 some extent that depends upon the schedule and

13 availability of the people from Region I that are going

() 14 to review what the experts have concluded as a result of
,

1 15 the upcoming meeting.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: Maybe I diverted you into

17 unnecessary detail, but wha t's starting to concern no

18 now is that we are going momentarily to order the

19 finding schedule centemplated by the regulations for

20 quality assurance and the environmental qualifications

21 contention. And if there is not -- the parties are

22 still hopeful, but we want to know within a reasonable

23 time frame given that schedule what the situation is

() 24 going to be. On the other hand, we did want to allow

25 the requisite reasonable time for the parties to do

|
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gg 1 their work, so we are seeking the advice of the parties
V

2 as to how to balance those two things and set some other

3 milestones.

4 HR. ELLIS: All right, Judge Brenner. Let me

5 suggest this. Incidentally, they would have met this

6 week had it not been for Mr. Kelly's unavailability and

7 the testimony here.

8 But I think we are probably right around

9 number 4 on -- that is, at the end of this coming

10 session. It sa ys, "To the extent that ma tters remain

11 unresolved, the Staff will have seven days within which

j 12 to consider the County's remaining specified

13 particularized concerns."

(') 14 Well, we would hope that at the end of this

15 next period, of course our fondest hope is that there

16 won't be anything left for the Staff to consider. That
l

17 would be ideal if we could satisfy the County's concerns

18 completely and not have to go beyond tha t. But if we

i 19 cannot, then at the end of next week, say Friday, we
|

20 would be at number 4, and then perhaps we could --

21 perhaps the Staff could give this rather more

!

22 expeditious attention than contemplated by the original

23 protocol. And that would mean that by the -- perhaps by

24 the following Wednesday, which is two weeks from this

25 Wednesday, we -- or maybe Thursday -- we would have a
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1 final resolution from the Staff of what matters remainedO-,

2 for Board mediation or litigation.

3
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1 JUDGE BRENNER: I don 't know that we have to

2 pick a precise date within that March 9th, 10th or 11th

3 time frame for the purpose of step five. B ut I would

O 4 like to try to set ,a date, if the parties think it is

5 not unreasonable to do that. That is, the report *to the
.

6 Board.

7 ER. ELLIS: I think we could do that. I must

8 say that I have engaged in the process and I don't think

9 anyone is dragging feet.
'

10 JUDGE BRENNER4 I didn 't imply that. I just

11 -- we are on the record here and I want to be able to,

12 while we still have everybody before us, conveniently to

13 know when we will hear back again. That is the only

O 44 ==roo e-

15 And I guess I thought the parties had talked

16 about that. Why don't you take a minute and talk to

17 each other.

18 (Pause.)

19 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, I think that the

20 targets that we would suggest to you that we shoot for

21 is th a t f oll owi ng the meeting of experts, that there

22 will be, in accordance with the protocol, a

23 particularization of the remaining concerns submitted to

(~N 24 the Staff on that Monday or Tuesday, depending upon
O

25 logistical things. That would be March the 7th or 8th.

O
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(~T 1 And that the parties may meet or may do
V

2 something else during that period, but by Friday March

3 11th we would report back to the Board with any

O
4 remaining items for Board mediation or litigation.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: That's fine. That is a little

6 tighter than I thought you would be able to make it,

7 frankly, because if the Staff is first looking at it

8 that week,-you will hear from the Staff one day that

9 week and then you may need a day or two to put it

10 together.

11 In other words, we would rather give you

12 another day or two and get a coordinated report from the

13 parties.

() 14 MR. ELLISs That is true, and I wouldn't want

15 to exclude the possibility that after hearing from the

16 S ta f f , th a t we might do something further if the Staff

17 found something further.
l

| 18 JUDGE BRENNER. All right, why don't we give
l

l 19 you another week and make it Friday, March 18th. As we
|

'

I 20 discussed, we're not going to delay the findings
|

| 21 schedule for this. If we have to litigate it, it will

*
22 be on a separate track. But for now, presumably the

23 parties would not submit any findings on the 00 A

() 24 procedures aspect.

25 Now, if the process breaks down bef ore March

O
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1 18th such that you have reached the point where you know

2 there are things that we will have to litigate, and what

3 we would have to litigate feel free to report to us

4 before that. But we will set March 18th as the lust

5 day.

6 Bear in mind, we said this -- I forget wh e the r

7 it was off the record or on the meetings, given the

8 meetings. The process has engaged the parties in the

9 kind of detail way beyond that which we would

10 contemplate litigating before us. So you have to

11 balance whether any disagreements are over detail that

12 ve would not formally litigate, and in fact, as we said,
.

13 ve complimented the parties in recognizing that by

() 14 including thet paragraph 8 as kind of an informal option

15 for Board mediation if necessary.

16 We hope you resolve them and we appreciate the

17 efforts, and we will know more by March 18th. And we

18 have said we think it is the kind of subject, given at

19 lea st the background of litigation we have had on it

20 already, that should be amenable to resolution among the

21 parties without the need for further litigation.

22 All right, I think the only other -- I don't

23 think we have anything else on 00A directly.

24 Mr. Bordenick, did you have something?(}
25 MR. BOR DENICK : No, Judge Brenner.
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1 MR. LANPHER: Judge Bren.ner, you had asked

2 when Mr. Brown was here for copies of the statement by

3 the Governor. I've got those.

O
4 JUDGE BRENNER: All right, thank you. We will

5 take them I guess when we break before we leave. Thank

6 rou very much.

7 If in a'ddition the County wants to file it in

8 the case as an attachment to its filing next week, it is

9 velcome to do that. We just want to read it for now. I

10 don 't know if it is pertinent to any of the County's

11 arguments or not, but if it is then the County might

12 vant to formally submit it. But we will leave it up to

13 the County.

14 All right. The findings schedule, if I have

15 calculated matters correctly, would be as follows. And

16 I intend to be merely implementing the regulation for

17 findings schedule. This is on quality assurance / quality

18 control con ten tion and the environmental qualifications

19 contention, which are the only two matters litigated

20 sub se que nt to the previous findings schedule.
|

21 LILCO's findings would be due -- and these are|

22 receive dates -- on Monday, March 28. Then the findings

23 of Suffolk County and SCC would be due on Thursday,

24 April 7th. The findings by the Staff would be due to be

,

25 received on fonday, April 18th, and the reply findings
|

O
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|

1 by LILCO would be due to be received on Monday, April

2 25th.

3 And my intent was to implement the 30, 40, 50,

4 and 55-day schedule adjusted for business days. As I

5 guess I mentioned in a telephone conference call, the
'

6 Board had in fact ordered in a prehearing conference

7 order, which is still our ruling and continues to be our

8 ruling, tha t findings are required, and I think that

9 order is April 1982. I forget whether it was the 15th

10 or the 20th of April.

11 And that continues to be the order, so the

12 Staff was incorrect in its observation that we had not

13 formally ordered that findings be followed. If,

() 14 however, we require, given the coordination so far in

15 the litigation, that 50C coordinate very closely its

16 findings with the County and that those' findings be

17 consolidated to the fullest extent practicable. I guess

| 18 the exception would be if SCC has some findings that it

19 wants to submit which the County for one reason or

20 rnother does not feel it appropriate to include in its

21 findings, it can give us some things separa tely.

22 As far as we are concerned, the way it was

23 handled before was fine. SOC submitted the letter

24 indicating its agreement with the findings filed, and(}
25 for our purposes that was perfectly appropriate.
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1 All righ t, let's turn to the subject of the
[}

2 Teledyne report. Mr. Bordenick, did you want to add

3 anything preliminarily today? It is up to you.

O
4 MR. BORDENICKa No, Judge Brenner. I was

5 going to say, I would like to exercise the option of

6 giving something to you in writing. We will try to get

7 it to you as soon as possible next week, in any event by

8 no later than Thursday. That'll be early afternoon next

9 Thursday.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: That'll be fine. You can make

11 it any time during the business day on Thursday. I

'
12 don 't know why you specify the early afternoon.

13 MR. BORDENICK: There is a reason , but I won't

() 14 go into it.
,

15 (Discussion off the record.)

16 MR. BORDENICK: On the record.

17 Let's make it by the close of business next

18 Thursday.

i

i 19 JUDGE BRENNER: March 3rd?

20 MR. BORDENICKa Yes.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: As soon as the Teledyne report

! 22 is out, it should obviously be promptly served on the

23 Boa rd and the parties. We are contemplating that it 's

() 24 going to be issued some time in March. If that changes,

25 we expect to promptly hear about that also.
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1 We will then expect the parties to briefly{)
2 talk to ea:h other, if they want toe We have suggested

3 as to what they wanted to do -- but in any event,

O 4 promptly coordinate and initiate a conference call with

5 the Board, and we will discuss vnat procedural

6 mechanisms to impose on what schedule, given the posture

7 of the parties then upon receipt of the report.

8 I don't want -- now, don't wait until you 've

9 studied th e report thoroughly. We're not asking that
.

In issues be identified in that conference call. We want a

11 very quick procedural conference call, although if you

12 have some preliminary areas we might discuss that.

13 Our standard as to whether to litigate it

() 14 before us is going to be very close to the reopening

15 standard, because as a practical matter that is what we

16 would have done if the report was available now or last

17 week or next month.

18 And the standard isn't meant to be a burden to

! 19 the County, because it certainly isn't the County's

20 fault that the report isn't issued yet. That is not the

21 context. What the contert is, given the benefit of the

22 record before us, it would be incumbent upon anyone who

23 wants to litigate matters in the report to point to the

(} 24 particular findings in the report and aroue why those

25 findings are significant to the record adduced so f ar.

|

()
i
i
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1 And we would in effect want specifics on what

2 issues you would litigate. Now, whether you deem those

3 further specification, given the detail available in the

O 4 report, of the existing contention or the new contention

5 in the QA area, is not particularly material to us.

6 The idea, however, is to get the issues

7 specified in light of the particular findings in the

8 Teledyne report, and how that is significant to the

9 quality assurance / quality control matters that have been

10 litigated before us. And one purpose of the conference

11 call is to ascertain whether parties believe they might

12 vant to liti, gate matters and to set a schedule for when

13 those matters would be -- those issues would be filed.

() 14 We are thinking of a f airly rapid schedule and

15 -- well, we will hear from the parties given the

16 particular circumstances at the report is issued. But

17 as soon as you receive it start looking at it, and

18 although we will let you argue it later, we are not

19 presently contemplating that we would await the Staff's

20 report before the issues would be filed. That is, the

21 issuance of the report itself would be sufficient to
l

22 trigger the filine of issues.

23 The schedule for litigation and filing of

() 24 testimony might relate to the Staff's schedule, and

25 presumably one of the things we could find out en a
l

O
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I

.

1 conference call is what the Staf f's schedule is, givenO |
2 the circumstances. '

i

3 So the record in effect -- it doesn't really |

|

N/ 4 matter to as how you label it -- in effect, the record

5 on quality assurance / quality control is closed.
'

6 However, it is with the expressed contemplation that if

7 any party wishes we will consider what further

8 litigation is necessary on the Teledyne report.

9 And the timeliness it doesn't seem to us is

10 going to be one of the criteria. It is somethings on

11 reopening. It won't be here. We're going to have rapid

12 action once the report is issued.

13 But the question will be the significance of

() 14 what is in the report, given the issues before us,,

15 MR. BORDENICK: Judge Brenner, if you have

; 16 finished with that subject I would like to make a

17 request of LILCO. I assume the Teledyne report is going

18 to be submitted on the docket, since it will be pursuant

19 to their April 19th, 1982, letter to Mr. Denton. I

20 would requert that they do that, and in addition serve a

| 21 copy on me as counsel for th Staff in this proceeding.
|
'

22 So in other words, do what the Applicant would normally

| 23 do vis a vis the Office of NRR and in addition serve one

24 on me as counsel, so both things can proceed on track.

25 JUDGE BRENNER. We would like rapid copies on

O
|
|
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1 the one party, to be served on the one party in the{)
2 proceeding that has stated it wants an opportunity to

3 argue that matters in Teledyne thould be considered,

O
4 that is the County.

5 The Board would also like -- I don 't know how

6 thick it will be, but at least one rapid copy and if

7 possible two, and certainly Mr. Bordenick also.

8 MR. ELLISs We will do our best. I hesita te

9 to make any firm commitments about days or anything like

10 that, because we know what happened with respect to

11 Torrey Pines. It was enormously voluminous and it did

12 take time to get those things.

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, we 're not setting a

() 14 particular date, but the sooner parties receive it once

15 it is available, the sooner we can have the conference

16 call and so on.

17 MR. ELLISs We will do our best.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: And again, if the report is

19 not going to be issued in March, we would like to hear

20 about that as soon as that is known, because right nov

21 that is our contemplation.

22 MR. ELLIS: That is our latest information.

23 MR. BORDENICKs Judge Brenner, as was alluded

(]) 24 to yesterday, there's going to be a meeting on March

25 1st, and if there are any significant developments

}

|
|
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1 growing out of that meeting which I think the Board

2 should be aware of I will personally apprise the Board.

3 (Board conferring.)

4 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We have one other

5 miscellaneous matter before turning to Mr. Conran's

6 affidavit, and that is we have executed settlement

7 agreements pending before us which we are prepared to

8 approve, And we again commend the parties for their

9 eff orts, as we have in the past.

10 And the acreements that we are approving, two

11 of them on contentions that were admitted in the

12 proceedinga resolution of SC contention 32/ SOC

13 contention 19(f), electrical penetrations, dated

() 14 5ebruary 1st, 1983, and executed by all the cognizant

15 parties; and also resolution of SC contention 23,

16 containment isolation, dated February 22nd, 1983, and

17 executed by the Staff, Suffolk County and LI1CO. And we

18 will approve those two at this point, and do we have

19 copies to bind in?

20 MR. IRWIN: I can make copies back in our

21 office. I will have them in a f ew minutes.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: All right, let's bind in a
|

23 copy of each of those agreements a t this point in the

Q 24 transcript.
%-)

25 (The documents referred to follova)
I

l
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|
I

1 JUDGE BRENNER: In addition, we approve the

2 supplemental agreements resolving the "Halipatz concern"

3 which, depending upon your point of view, is a,

4 resolution of s matter before it became a centention or

5 a resolution of a matter which was part of a
.

6 contention.

7 It won't be the first time in the emergency

8 planning context that we have had resolutions of matters

9 before they formally became contentions, in any event;

10 and I think this is as good a process as any. That is,

11 you don't have to have a pa rticular procedural milestone

12 in order to attempt reso1ution of a matter.

13 And we commend the parties for their work in

O 24 reso1 1ng th1e matter, e1so. That agreement is dated

15 February 22nd, 1983, and it also has.the attachment, as

16 noted in the agreement, of the LILCO commitment re

17 IGSCC. That is intergranular stress corrosion cracking,

18 I think. I may have gotten that wrong.
.

19 MR. IRWINa That is correct.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: And we will have a copy of

|
21 ths t bound in at this point also.

22 (The document referred to followss)

23

O 24
-

25

O.
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1

l
1

[}
1 (Discussion off the record.)

2 JUDGE BRENNERr All right. The only t hin g we

3 have left on our agenda is Mr. Conran's affidavit, is
i

)
4 that right? I

5 What we would propose to do is take just a

6 ten-minute break and then come back, and we are prepared

7 to rule on that matter today, and I think we will be

8 able to do all of that and still finish by noon, unless

9 -- and that is on the assumption that the parties have

10 no other business.

11 NR. ELLIS: We have no other business. Does

12 the Board contemplate any argument?

13 JUDGE BRENNER: We're going to ask you some

() 14 questions, but no, we are not contemplating any argument

15 on the basic ruling.

16 (Discussion off the record.)

17 JUDGE BRENNER: Let's go back on th e re co rd .
/

18 If you have something that you think is a

19 complete misunderstanding in the filings or response to

20 the filing -- we thought we had all of the arguments

*

21 quite well laid out before us. As a matter of fact, let

22 se do that while it is on my mind.

23 We would commend the parties for their

() 24 filings. We found them quite thorough, given the time

25 frame, and very help ful to us.

O
.
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|

1 MR. ELLISa Perhaps in the questions there may

2 be an opportunity. I do think there is some additional |
!

3 points.

O 4 JUDGE BRENNERa Well, we vill give you the
,

5 ruling and then you can decide, and we vill ask our

6 qu es tion s, too. Our questions are going to be after and

7 not before.

8 (Whereupon, the hearing in the above-entitled

9 matter was recessad, to reconvene the same day.)

10

11

12

13

O u

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

O 24

25

O'
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1 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We have reviewed

2 and considered the filings by the NRC Staff, LILCO and

3 the County with respect to what action we should take on
f

4 the affidavit of James H. Conran which Mr. Conran'

5 submitted through the courtesy of Staff counsel, I guess

6 originally on February 9th and then in a signed version

7 a day later. And as I said before, we appreciate

8 receiving the views of the parties. They wera helpful.

9 Our ruling is that we find the record on

10 contention 7(b) should be reopened to admit Mr. Con ran 's

11 affidavit. In summary form, our ruling is based on many

12 of the reasons put forth by the County and tne Staff,

13 and in summary form we agree with the Staff and the

(') 14 County that Mr. Conran is altering his prior testimony

15 in two significant respects:

16 He is changing his view on whether the

17 necessary North Anna findings on unresolved safety issue

18 A-17 can be made for sure, and he is also changina his

19 earlier opinion that any differences between LILCO and

20 the Staff in application to classification of systems,

21 structures and components of the term "important to

22 safety" is merely a non-substantive semantic

23 difference. Mr. Conrsn now says he believes it is in

24 f act a substantive difference.
[}

25 We believe that the reopening standard is the

O
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1 appropriate standard to apply, and that it is met here.

2 The new testimony, the affidavit, is directed to a

3 potentially significant safety issue and could cause a

O
'

4 different result to be reached on contention 7(b).

.5 'Now, we did carefully consider LILCO's

6 arguments that a lot of, much of, what Mr. Conran had to

7 say in the affidavit are not new f acts, but rather

8 changed judgments and opinions of Mr. Conran. We agree

9 that some of it, perhaps most of it, appears to be

10 changed judgments and opinions rather than particularly

11 new facts.

12 However, when dealing with an expert's

13 testimony or an expert witness' views it is not easy to

14 separate expert judgments and opinions from facts,

i
15 particularly in the unusual circumstance here of the-

16 fact that it is the same witness who previously

17 testified who is now changing his judgments, and there

18 is no doubt that he has changed his judgments and

19 conclusions.
,

.

20 It is pertinent for findings, and in fact some

21 of the findings did argue that, notwithstanding some of

22 the facts, Mr. Conrar resched certain conclusions at the

23 time of the te st19 on y , and now he has changed those. So

24 where a party wants to argue for a different conclusion
,

25 from the same facts that an expert testified to, it is,

O
,
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1 incumbent to ar.tirulate and discuss the reasons as to

2 why a conclusion different from the very expert

3 testifying should be reached.

n'' 4 And we just cannot, as part of the finding of

5 significance, deal with the record previously adduced

6 and ignore the fact that the very same expert, who was

7 an important part of the Staff's case in adducing that

8 record, has now changed his view. In the end, we may or

9 may not decide that we disagree with his view, but the

10 views are entitled to be considered in the record before

11 us.

12 We also explored seriously the possibility

13 that the changed judgments and arguably new f acts -- and

() 14 we agree with the Staff tha t new f acts would fall more

15 in the area of the unresolved issue A-17, rather than

16 the important to safety classification, and in a moment

17 I will address how new the facts are. But in any event,

l 18 we attempted to see if at this stage we could determine

19 tha t the areas would not be material, given the wav we

20 might decide certain things on 7(b), and for that

21 reason, although arguably material to the overall

22 question, it would not be productive to have further

23 examination on them.

j} 24 Perhaps a loose analogy was our ruling on Mr.

25 Budnitz' deposition. But we found we could not do that

|
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1 at this stage on contention 7(b). It ir just too(}
2 complex and there is just too much to put together, and

,

3 in order to be at that stage we would have in effect

O 4 have had to have reached the point of our entire

5 decision on contention 7(b), vnich we have not done.

6 Given that, we thought the option of waiting

7 until we reach that point, which would not be any time

8 soon, would not be productive and we mig'It as well go

9 the other route, given the apparent insignificance at

10 this stage of admitting the affidavit into evidence.

11 I think the affidavit is very late, months

12 late. I don't know whether it's four months or five

13 months or six months, but in terms of new f acts

() 14 identified in there it is just plain late, without any

15 apparent excuse.

16 However, the problea here is that lateness

17 cannot be used as an estoppel against other parties in

18 the proceeding, particularly the County. If it was the

19 County itself seeking to reopen because of new facts or

20 views which would have been vithin its control, that

21 would be a different matter and perhaps could serve as

22 an estoppel against the party, although even that is

23 complicated when you have a matter of publicly important

() 24 issues rather than just a private dispute between

25 pa r ties .

: CE)
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1 But we just could not hold the lateness as an

2 estoppel against the County or as against our knowledge

3 that the state of the record might be changed.

4 But we do believe it was very late, and it

5 might be significant as to how important or significant

6 it is to Mr. Conran that he felt he could sit around for

7 five or six months before coming forward. But that is s

8 dif ferent matter than the threshold ruling that we would

9 not permit admission into this record of changed views

10 because he sat around for a number of months.

11 But we do find that we indeed see no good

12 reason for the fact of waiting this late. It is

13 particularly unfortunate, to put it mildly, because the

() 14 schedule of this proceedino is such that th e matter
|

15 could have been easily accommodated sin the time frame of

16 a month or two ago rather than now.

17 Given the stage we are at, given our ruling,

18 the question comes down to whether we need to have

19 cross-examination of his affidavit, and the parties were
|

20 very slippery on their views on that and we can't tell.

21 The Staff says, well, maybe they would have some

22 questions if other parties have questions. The County

f 23 said, well, they didn't think on their own they would
|

{} 24 have questions, but they want to know what the other

25 parties would want to do.

|
|
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1 And I guess I am being a little cavalier, but

2 we really don't have a good handle on tfie parties.

3 LILCO said it depended upon wha t portion -we are

4 admitting. Well, we would admit the entire affidavit

5 int 6 evidence.

6 Given that, does LILCO seek to cross-examine?

7 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, on the A-17 issue

8 -- it is our view, incidentally, tha t both issues are

9 generic. But on the A-17 issue, there can be no doubt

10 tha t that is generic.

11 I think that the likelihood -- well, let me

12 put it this way. When we filed our brief, we did not

13 have in writing the Staff's views as to what evidence

_O 24 ther wou1d seek to admit. We did indicate, at 1 east 1
.

| 15 think we indicated in our pleading, that on A-17, that
;

! 16 it might be appropriate.

| 17 I frankly then had in mind perhaps, even if

18 the affidavit was admitted, that there would be portions

19 of th' affidavit admitted , but in any event --

20 JUDGE BRENNER: W ell, Mr. Conran, I'm just not

! 21 going to get involved in any motions to strike and that

22 type of thing, so we're just going to admit the whole

23 thing.

24 MR. ELLIS We understand.

25 So I think that the A-17 issue does lend
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1 itself perha ps to the submission by the Staff, since the

2 Staff has made unmistakeably clear that it does not

3 sha re Mr. Conran 's view. And if those affidavits come

4 in count'eting Mr. Conran's affidavit, then it would seem

5 to me to be appropriate not to have cross-examination on

6 the A-17 issue.

7 On the important to safety issue, I frankly

8 found Mr. Conran's views to be not -- well, difficult to

9 understand in some respects. And the nature of the

10 testimony from the Staff, it's clear that the Staff does

11 not share that view. But by the same token, we haven't

12 yet seen the affidavits.

13 What I'm saying, I guess the bottom line, is

() 14 that it migh t wall be appropriate simply to open the

15 record and insert Mr. Conran's affidavit, insert the

16 affidavits of the Staff, and close the record.

17 JUDGE BRENNERs That sounds like the filings

18 we've had so far.

19 (Laughter.)

20 MR. ELLIS: But it is a judgment which I'm

21 sure the Board appreciates is difficult to make when one

22 doesn't see what the record is.

23 JUDGE BRENNER4 All righ t. Maybe I should

24 have asked the Staff something first, but let me ask you
[}

25 one thing, Mr. Ellis. If it is just Mr. Conran's

O
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1 affidavit that is put into evidence, LILCO would havefg
U

2 questions, and a decision as to possibly not having

3 questions depends upon what else is submitted by the

4 Staff, is that fair?

5 MR. ELLISa Well, I think we have to be able
,

6 to rely on not only Mr. Conran's prior factual statement

7 concerning what the position of the Staff was, but there

8 also needs to be in the record a clear statement of the

9 Staff 's position on those issues. So I would think

10 admitting Mr. Conran's affidavit by itself, unless those

11 points are made clear, that wouldn 't be appropriate.

12 JUDGE BRENNERs All right. Given the fact
.

13 that we would admit Mr . Conran 's affidavit, as I

() 14 understand the Staff's position it does indeed desire to

15 submit the additional testimony as indicated in its

16 filing?

17 MR. RAWSON: Yes, Judge, that is correct.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: Incidentally, your estima te of

19 one day gave me a chuckle. But maybe you know something

20 tha t I don ' t.

21 MR. RAWSON: Judge, I only had in mind the

22 fact that the affidavit would be in essence a

23 reiteration of the Staff position, and the matters have

24 been explored thoroughly with some of the same witnesses
[}

25 before.
|

O
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1 JUDGE BRENNERs It's going to be explored

2 again in light of the new information, and your estimate

3 of one day I find highly unlikely.
(
\ 4 MR. ELLISs Judge Brenner, we don 't think it

5 is necessary to examine on those issues as long as the

6 record is clear that the Staff's position is to the

7 contrary.

i 8 JUDGE BRENNERs All right, I understand your

9 position. But now, when we turn to the County, as I
.

10 understand the County's position, if it is just Mr.

11 Conran's affidavit then don 't have any questions, but

12 they might well have questions if other information is

13 put in by the Staff or'LILCO?

() 14 NR. LANPHER: In essence that's right. I

15 guess we should all stop being slippery on this. Given

16 your ruling, Judge Brenner, that you 're going to admit

17 the whole affidavit, and given the submission by the

18 Staff at least that they fully intend to put in

19 additional testimony, be it an affidavit from several

20 gentlemen -- and they have outlined the subject matter

21 -- in response to your request or the Board's request,
i

22 the County will have questions for Mr. Conran and the

23 County fully expects to have questions for Mr. Thadani,

24 Mr. Mattson, Mr. Vollmer, and Mr. Kauffman. I guess
/')s

:

| \-
'

25 those are the four Staff witnesses that were mentioned.

O
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1 I cannot I share your view, Judge Brenner.{} --

2 I don't know how long it's going to take. I haven't

3 seen their affidavits. I would hope that we could go

O 4 pretty darn fast and not have to rehash eve rything f rom

5 last summer for sure. But until I see those affidavits

6 I can 't make a time estimate.

7 JUDGE BRENNERa If it takes too long you will

8 have to give your t-shirt back.

9 ( L au git ter . )

10 MR. LANPHER: I'm going to get my t-shirt

11 amended.

12 (Laughter.)

| 13 JUDGE BRENNER: The County indicated that it

() 14 might want to submit testimony also, given the fact, and

15 ve would grant the Staff's request to submit the

16 additional testimony and recognize the posture it is in

17 of having one of its witnesses change his testimony, and
i

18 the Staff is entitled to that opportunity to explain

19 it.

! 20 And perhaps nr ; ntally, we have seen

21 meeting notices of thing. _ going on on this

22 subject, and if the factual record has changed in any

23 way we expect to be apprised of that. And presumably

() 24 these filings would be a convenient forum for the record
,

! 25 being apprised of that.

O
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1 What would the County want to do? Would it
{

2 vant to submit testimony also, and if so why? It was

3 our contemplation that really the only testimony we

4 needed was additional testimony from the Staff, but

5 ve're not going to -- well, let's hear what the other

6 parties would want to do.

7 MR. LANPHER: We outlined at pages 13 and 1a

8 our preliminary view. I'm going to need to discuss with

9 our consultants the need for additional testimony in
.

10 view of the Board's ruling to admit the entire Conran

11 affidavit.

12 We may reconsider one or more of the items

13 that are specified there, but as of this time,

() 14 particularly on items one and three on page 14, we are

15 intending to submit testimony. I can be more specific

16 next week some time, but we have not had a great deal of

17 time to sharpen the views on this, Judge Brenner. I

18 don 't mean to be evasive, but I haven't had time to

19 devote on this this week, and this was put together

20 relatively tast last week.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: Although not the reason for

22 our reopening the record, item 3 on page 14 seems

23 appropriate in terms of -- that is, if there is a nev

24 Staff proposal, it seems appropriate to allow the{}
25 witnesses who testified to comment on why or whether or

O
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1 not that changes things, and why or why not.

2 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, we think first, we

3 don 't agree necessarily with that. We think the items

4 1, 2 and 3 are in essence shorthand for everything that

5 was litigated over four weeks or six weeks or eight *

6 weeks, I have forgotten how many weeks. The weeks kind
,

7 of run together sfter a while, so I don't know how many

8 weeks we've spent.

9 But those three paragraphs in essence are all

10 of 7(b). We think that is much too broad. On the

11 specific issue you raised, namely the need and

12 feasibility to prepare lists, there is nothing in Mr.,

13 Conran's testimony that says he thinks --

0 14 aunct sat ="ra. We11, there 1 - sut 1 we-

15 thinking of the second sentence in 3 more than the

16 first.
'

17 MR. ELLIS: I see. Well, with respect to

18 that, I think the proper way to handle this is, if Mr.

19 Conran's testimony is goin7 to come in, I mean his

20 affidavit is going to come in, I think the appropriate

21 var to do it would simply be to accept the affidavits of

22 the Staff and close the record.

23 There has been adequate opportunity to examine

24 on all of the issues. There is nothing new. It is just

25 a change of mind.

O
<
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1 JUDGE BRENNEP4 No, they are entitled to

2 cross-examine. And our inquiry wasn't to require a

3 threshold showing on cross-examination. It was to

. 4 inquire whether they wanted to exercise the right. It

5 is that simple. If you've got new testimony coming in,

6 then the parties are entitled to cross-examine it.
;

7 HR. ELLIS: Well, if the County --

8 JUDGE BRENNER: You - yourself didn 't give me a

9 straight answer on whether you wanted to cross-examine.

10 I understand why you didn't.

11 MR. ELLIS: Well, I don't want to

12 cross-examine if all that is going to come in are

13 affidavits from the Staff, assuming they are going to be

O 14 of the substance that was reported, and Mr. Conran's
,

15 affidavit we don't need to cross-examine.

16 Once other parties begin to cross-examine,

17 obviously we do too.

18 JUDGE BRENNERs Well, the matter is pretty

19 simple. The County likes what Mr. Conran had to say in

20 his latest affidavit, so they don't have to

21 cross-examine that. But they suspect -- in fact, not

22 suspect, but the Staff has indicated that other Staff

23 witnesses will disagree, and by implication thereby they

24 vill disagree with the County's view, and they're

25 entitled to cross-examine that.

O
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I
1 But we are concerned with just additional

2 testimony from the County which would, given the fact

3 that the Staff testimony would be put in and given the

4 fact that you have a right to cross-examine that,' which

5 additional testimony is, I say, as we have been saying

6 all along, or that we agree, that that kind of thing is

7 appropriate for findings and not for testimony.

8 MR. ELLIS: I think it is also pertinent to

9 point out that if that is likely to occur then we too

10 would want the opportunity to present a panel. It might

11 be appropriate to have some joint panel if that is what

12 the Board rules, that the County can submit additional

13 testimony and present their experts again on 7(b).

() 14 JUDGE BRENNER: I guess I think the simplest

15 thing is to accord all parties the opportunity to file

16 additional testimony if they want to directed to the

17 matters changed in Mr. Conran's testimony -- affidavit.

18 I recognize that is a fairly broad area, but tha t is the

19 nature of this affidavit. And leave it at that.

20 We are just not crepared to determine now that

21 it would be unnecessary. We would urge that the

22 testimony be succinct and focused and consider what

23 positions you would want to take, either in the

24 testimony or procedurally before us.
[

25 That is, if a party wants to take a position

C:)
.
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r^s 1 that it is not relying on progress on USI A-17 for any
O

2 finding, that is if the Staff for example wants to
t

l
! 3 assert that we should assume that there is no progress
| f)
| %' 4 being made on A-17 and that is going to be many years

5 and we cannot assume any reasonable time frame and we

|
6 should take that as a given, and nevertheless they have

! 7 other reasons as to why we should make the North Anna
!

8 findings, if that is their procedural posture then we

9 have that in the beginning and there is no need for a
~

10 lot of information beyond what is already in the

11 affidavit on.it, because the County will have the

12 finding it wants to use on it.

13 That 'is one aspect, and if you're going to do

() 14 that you should tell the other parties. Right now as it

15 stands, there are some proposed findings by the Staff

16 not consistent with what I just said, but that of course

17 was they were draf ted without the full benefit of the

18 changed posture.

| 19 That is just an e xample. The parties among
;

i 20 themselves can help scope things and make life easier on
|

21 themselves. If you have a stipulated position on

22 something up front, then the litigation can proceed
!

! '3 accordingly from there.2

(} 24 What dates can we set? Let me tell you what

| 25 --

l
|

!

l
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1 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, may I offer a

2 couple of comments that I think are pertinent?

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes.

O 4 MR. ELLIS: First of all, one of the things

5 that struck me, and I think I mentioned this to the

6 Board when we had our initial telephone conversation,

7 confere'nce call, in connection with this matter, is that

8 I was struck by the fact that when a witness changes his

9 testimony he ought to give you a page number and line

10 number.

11 If we do not achieve a focus or specify what

12 is changed, it is very difficult, it seems to me, to

13 define the scope of the reopening, and some parties will

() 14 take an opportunity, depending upon how they see it, to

15 come to bat again on issues that are not up. And I

| 16 think perhaps the way to do it would be to have a

17 two-stage process whereby the Staff submits its

18 affidavits, and perhaps some requirement that specific

19 -- I think we were in close agreement with the Staf f on

20 what findings were affected , but there wa s a la rge

| 21 difference in views as to what was affected between the

22 County and the Staff and LILCO, I think largely

23 attributable to the fact that the af fida vit was not
1

24 focused.

25 So if they submit their af fidavits first, we

O
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| 1 can then take up anew whether additional testimony is

2 required and the scope of that additional testimony.

3 JUDGE BRENNERa Well, the possibility of a
,

/ 4 staggered filing occured to us. The problem is if you

5 do that it's going to be difficult to start on the week
'

6 we contemplated, March 21st. We have some other minor

7 schedule problems with that week, too, which I will

8 allude to in a moment.

9 In terms of deciding as a threshold whether

10 there is additional testimony needed, we won't do that.

11 We will just accord the opportunity for additional

12 testimony and emphasize tha t it be f ocused on the new

13 material and the Sta ff's additional testimony and Mr.

() 14 Conran's affidavit, and that process should start with

15 the Staff's focusing its own testimony.

16 It is fairly broad, but as we said, that is

17 the nature of the affidavit. After the testimony is
:

I 18 filed, we could entertain motions to strike and so on,'

19 not on Mr. Conran's affidavit but on the additional
|

20 tes tim on y , if any, filed by the County or LILCO.

21 MR. ELLIS: Would it be appropriate to ask Mr.

22 Conran to give us a page and line number?

23 JUDGE BRENNER: No. We are just past that

24 point. You can ask him what questions you want to and

25 ar;ue. Thit doesn't change anything. In that respect,

| (1)
|
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1 we will have to have supplemental findings on it. We
(}

2 will do it on quite a tight schedule. We will give the

3 ' parties an opportunity to give us their views on the

~O
4 appropriate schedule as we near the end of litigation on

5 it.

6 But we are thinking that we can set a schedule

7 such that we get findings by everybody within a month.

8 That is, this is just our preliminary thought and things
,

9 may change, but we were thinking about two weeks for
C

10 LILCO and separation of five days to a week in turn for

11 the County and the Staff, and then reply findings. So

12 some f airly tigh t time f rame.

13 And then we want to find some mechanism for

() 14 the parties to be able to indicate which of their

15 previous findings are modified, as well as additional

16 findings. That is, we want the parties to put the sets

:

17 of findings together and not for us to have to do it.l

I

18 You can refile new pages on your previous finding with

19 some designations as to what material is deleted or what

20 material is added, and then of course which findings are

21 just plain new findings.

22 But we will discuss that again later, but you

j 23 can start thinking about it.

() 24 We don't have a hearing room for the week of

25 March 21st for the entire week. Let's discuss the

O
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1 schedule first to see if that is the week that we could

2 in fact litigate the matter.

3 When would the Staff file the additional

4 testimony?

5 NR. RAWSON: Judge, we have obviously goti

6 people working' on additional testimony, on the

7 possibility that the Board would rule as it did this
!

8 morning. The matters on A-17, I understand the Staff

9 could have testimony filed by Monday, March 7th. That

10 work is progressirg well and I see no reason why we

11 couldn't meet a March 7th filing date on that.

12 With respect to the safety classification

13 issue, because of the witnesses the Staff thinks we

()i~ 14 ought to have involved at this stage and some possible

15 conflicts of their scheduling, some additional time

l 16 would be required. We could have it by the 11 th, March

i
17 11th.

18 JUDGE BRENNERs Incidentally, I don't want to
|

19 hear from the' Staff as to, given the nature of the

20 witnesses, how these witnesses who arrived at 9:00
l-

21 o' clock have to catch a plane at 10s30 that day. This

22 is a litigation and they had be tter arrange their

|- 23 schedules to be here for the litigation. And I mention

24 tha t given your schedule comment before.
-( }

25 Well, that would be timely filing in order to

O
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1 litigate the Staff's testimony, and of course Mr. Conran

2 would have to be a vailable on Ma rch 21st.

3 MR. RAWSON: That has already been arranged,

O 4 Judge.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: And thereafter, if there is a

6 the reaf ter.

7 But if we are going to give the parties an

8 opportunity to look at the Staff's testimony before

9 deciding whether to file testimony, you' don't have

10 enough time to do that and still start March 21st.

MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, is the 28th

12 available for the Board?
s,

| 13 JUDGE BRENNERa No. We would pick up with the

14 week of April 4th. We would not be in hearing the week

15 of March 28th.:

|
is MR. ELLISs Do we have a hearing roon on April,

|

| 17 4th ? That would be fine.
I
i 18 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes, we have this room for all
1

19 of April.

20 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, the reason I was

21 asking, I think there is some benefit f rom Mr. Ellis'

22 suggestion maybe that the Staff, especially given the
|

|- 23 fact that they have already made a decision to file the
;

24 additional testimony and gave the dates when it would be

25 available, to have an opportunity to review it would

O .
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1 certainly help the County to determine whether and to
)

2 what extent additional testimony in fact needs to be

3 submitted.

O 4 We were intending to be quite focused. I

5 frankly resent the implications in Mr. Ellis' statements

6 tha t we are in' tending to reopen the whole 7(b) and

7 eve ry thing . I think we should stop speculating what

8 people's motives are. It is just not helpful.

9 But I would support the idea of having the

10 Staff file as expeditiously as possible, with LILC0 and

11 the County having an opportunity to be working on

12 testimony, but to review the Staff testimony before

13 actually submitting anything, and trying to keep it

( 14 focused and filing approximately a week after the

15 Staff.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: On March 18th?

17 HR. LANPHERs Yes, we would say March 18, yes,

18 sir.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: That is, you would have the

20 benefit of slightly more than a week from the March 7th

21 filing, but a week for the other filing.

22 MR. LANPHER: Yes, March 18.

23 JUDGE BRENNEF: We could do that.

() 24 How about LILCO?

25 "R. ELLIS: Yes, sir.

O
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[]
1 JUDGE BRENNERs Incidentally, we could

2 probably arrange to get a hearing room March 21st. I

3 didn't mean to imply that that precluded our hearing-

O
4 that week. It was just so far we ha ven't, although we

5 have come close, but I don't wan t to get into that

6 discussion unless it is material.

7 ER. ELLIS: April 4th would be preferable for

8 us, and I certainly didn't want Mr. Lanpher to take

9 offense at what I said. But I an delighted to hear him

10 reaffirm that he does not intend to relitigate

11 anything. I hope I don't have to remind him of it.

12 (Laughter.)

13 JUDGE BRENNER: You just can't resist. If you

14 had stopped five words short --
|

15 (Laughter.)

16 JUDGE BRENNER: You kCow, we passed 20,000

17 pages yesterday and it seems like it, too.
l

18 (Lauchter.)

19 JUDGE BRENNER All right, why don't we do

20 that. We will set April uth. We will be in this

21 courtroom on a Monday to Thursday schedule, and we wjl1

22 set 10:30 a.m. April 4th for the start of litigation on

23 it, and the Staff's filing dates.

O 24 "- "o"1* co *e at t- th t the st er ita -

25 not including Mr. Conran, would be up there as a panel

O
|
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e 1 together. So I don't know whether you want yourU
2 testimony in two separate pieces or in one coordinated

3 piece. I think it might be better to organize it in one

4 coordinated piece.

5 We will leave tha t up to you, though. If you
'

6 did that, though, we would want the witnesses identified

7 for different portions. It is'just a suggestion, and

8 what I'm going to suggest is that you hold off and just

9 file them both together on March 11th.

10 ER. RAWSON: That would be fine with us,

11 Judge.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: I don't think tha t would

13 prejudice the other parties.

O 24 sow, that is a receive date for the other:

15 pa r ties.

16 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, if I could make

17 an inquiry a t least on one issue. As you alluded and we

18 alluded in our filing, there was a meeting last week and

19 there is a Staff proposal to LILCO relating to the

[
20 safety classification area, and I was present at that

21 meeting when Mr. Conran did dissent from that.

22 That is a long way of asking the question of

23 whether the Staff kncvs whether Mr. Conran is

24 contemplating any additional views on this matter in

25 writing.

O
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1 JUDGE BRENNERs I don't want any additional
)

2 views in writing. It's that simple. Let's just get at

3 the litigation. We're going to have him here and he can

O 4 be asked, while presumably the Staff 's additional

5 testimony will discuss anything that has changed.

6 HR. RAWSON: Judge, if I might offer a

7 comment. We are all aware, of course, that --

8 JUDGE BRENNER: And let me add, the reason for

9 my comment before is because we are now setting a

| 10 schedule.

11 NR. LANPHER: I just want to know where -- Mr.

12 Conran is not here. He's obviously --

13 JUDGE BREINER Well, you can ask him when he

() ~

14 is here, and presumably the Staff's testimony will

15 discuss the matter.

16 And I want the parties to talk to each other .

17 about any changes. And for example, in litigation

18 posture one of our suggestions was certain stipulations

19 could make a good deal of USI A-17 as discussed in Mr.

20 Conran's affidavit immaterial. But that depends upon

21 the parties ' posture. We can't control that.

22 hR. RAWSON: If I may, Judge, just one

23 additional comment. The NRC has procedures for

I} 24 differing professional opinions, as we are all aware.

25 Mr. Conran is preparing dif fering professional opinionc

O

'
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1 on the subjects of his affidavit.

2 Necessarily in light of the litigation, he has

3 noved more expeditiously and first in trying to get
S

4 together his views for the litigation as they impact

5 more directly on the litigation.
~

8 JUDGE BRENNERs We found he did not move

7 expeditiously, and the Staff without explication in its

8 filing said it was timely, given our ruling that it was

9 not necessary for you to explain what you meant by

10 tha t.

11 MR. RAWSON: I understand that, Judge. I

12 simply wanted to alert the parties to the fact that

13 there are seneric issues involved here. Mr. Conran is

() 14 addressing differing professional opinions or

15 und ertaking that process under the normal procedures

16 applied by the NRC to these sorts of situations, and we

17 vill of course provide those materials to the parties to

18 the extent that they are prepared in the time f rame
,

i

19 consistent with the litigation.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: That's fine. I'm only

21 interested in the issues that we're going to decide
J

22 before us, and we are certainly going to have Mr. Conran

23 testify. That is why we are reopening the record to

i

24 receive his affidavit on it.()
25 All right, then. We would receive additional

O
I
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1 testimony, if any, from LILCO and the County.{}
2 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, before you set

3 that date, given the fact that we are not going to

O
4 commence a hearing until Honday the 4th, we had talked

5 about March 18 is the date. I would like to suggest
'

6 that the date for LILCO and/or the County testimony be

7 moved back to the middle of that week of the 18th, say

8 the 20th or the 21st as a receive date.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: I think we could give you a

10 few more days, but let's be careful and not move it too

11 close to the hearing, so all the parties will have a

12 chance to review the testimony. And if there are any

,

13 arguments on motions to strike, we will discuss that in

() 14 a moment, although I hope we can get at it
i.

15 expeditiously.

16 So I think the 25th would be too tight, but

17 the 21st or the 22nd or maybe even the 23ri.

18 HR. LANPHER: That is Saturday. Oh, I'm in

19 April, I'm sorry.

20 JUDGE BRENNERs We want to review it as a

21 Board, too, and we're not ocing to be together the

22 beginning of the week of March 28th -- we're not going

! 23 to be together beginning th e week of March 28th,
1

(]) 24 MR. LANPHER: How about the 23rd?

25 JUDGE BRENNER: Let's see how tha t plays out

O
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1 if we set it for the 23rd. Should we provi'de for

2 written motions to strike or just your argument at the

3 hearina?

4 MR. ELLIS: We would prefer written motions.

5 MB. LANPHERa We would agree, Judge Brenner.

6 If we could file on the 23rd, maybe written motions to

7 strike reveived on the 29th.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: All right, let's set the

9 filing f or March 23 rd. This is for LILCO and the

10 County. And we would appreciate it if, as soon as you

11 know whether you're going to file additional testimony

12 or not, th t you let the Board and the parties know. It4

13 can be by simple telephone messaga or a single

(') 14 one-sentence letter, some means of letting us know as

15 soon as possible after you receive the Staff's

16 testimony, which will be received no later than March

17 11th.

18 Everything is keyed to that, so we expect that
i

19 date to be met or else this whole schedule is going to

i 20 be in jeopardy. And thereafter let's make it a week and
|

|
21 receive motions to strike by March 30th. But we will

22 handle the oral argument on it and any responses on

23 Monday, April 4th. We will do without written responses
|

24 in order to be able to give you this additional time to
| [

25 prepare testimony.
i
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1 The object is to keep the testimony such that{)
2 you don 't in vite motions to strike, and then the object

3 in turn is to only file very serious, well-defined

4 motions to strike.

5 In terms of the sequence of testimony, the*

6 parties can advise us differently, but unless and until

7 ve are advised diff tcently it strikes us that a logical

8 sequence would be for Mr. Conran to testify first and

9 then for the Staff witnesses as a panel to testify. And

10 I haven't thought the sequence through bey'ond that. It

'

11 depends upon what additional testimony we will have.

12 We will let the parties agree among themselves

13 whether -- if there is in fact additional testimony for

() 14 both LILCO and the County, which panel should go first.

15 I would think LILCD, but we will let the parties resolve

16 that and I'm sure they will, and let us know.

17 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, I have not had --

18 it hasn't been done very often in this hearing, but it

19 seems to me th a t we should also keep open the

20 possibility of putting everybody on at one time. That
'

21 has the salutary eff ect of getting to the heart of the

22 matter fairly quickly. Differing views become focused
4

23 very, very quickly.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNEE4 We want to consider that. I'm

25 worried about the circumstance here of degenerating into

O
:
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1 a real deba te between individuals who may have strong

2 disagreements. And it doesn't work when you have too

3 many witnesses.

O 4 If the parties want to work out any

5 arrangements other than what we have just contemplated,

6 ve will be wil' ling to consider it and you can advise

7 us. But other than that, I think we ought to have Mr.

8 Conran on alone and first. But it's up to the parties,

9 and presumably Mr. Conran might have a preference, too.

10 And we expect St!ff counsel to continue to
,

11 assist Mr. Conran procedurally and advising him of his

12 options on atters like that, and when the testimony is

13 served for Staff counsel to give copies to Mr. Conran

14 promptly. And if Staff counsel need s extra copies for

15 that purpose, I'm sure he can let the other copies

16 know.

17 If there is in fact additional testimony, we

| 18 would require cross-examination plans also, and I think

19 if we receive those on Friday April 1st from all parties

20 as to all the prefiled testimony that will be timely'

'

21 enough for us and will give the parties the maximum

22 time.

23 ER. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, that includes for

24 Mr. Conran's affidavit?

25 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes.

|O
!

!
l
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1 I guess we can talk about time estimates when

2 we start the hearing. I don't know if we can finish in

3 that first week Monday through Thursday, but wa hope not

O
4 to miss it by much.

5 That's all we have. All right, until April

8 4th. We will be seeing you then at 10430 a.m.

7 (Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the hearing in the

8 above-entitled matter was adjourned, to reconvene at

9 10:30 a.m. on Monday, April 4, 1983.)

10 * * *
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